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Abstract
Comprehensive knowledge over the shape of nanomaterials
is a critical factor in designing devices with desired functions.
Due to this reason, systematic efforts have been made to
synthesize materials of diverse shape in the nanoscale regime.
Anisotropic nanomaterials are a class of materials in which
their properties are direction-dependent and more than one
structural parameter is needed to describe them. Their
unique and fine-tuned physical and chemical properties
make them ideal candidates for devising new applications.
In addition, the assembly of ordered one-dimensional (1D),
two-dimensional (2D), and three-dimensional (3D) arrays of
anisotropic nanoparticles brings novel properties into the
resulting system, which would be entirely different from the
properties of individual nanoparticles. This review presents
an overview of current research in the area of anisotropic
nanomaterials in general and noble metal nanoparticles in
particular. We begin with an introduction to the advance-
ments in this area followed by general aspects of the growth
of anisotropic nanoparticles. Then we describe several
important synthetic protocols for making anisotropic nano-
materials, followed by a summary of their assemblies, and
conclude with major applications.
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O
ne of the fascinating aspects of science at the
nanoscale is the size and shape-dependent varia-
tion in properties of matter. Due to this reason,
systematic efforts have been made to find various
parameters that directly affect the intrinsic properties of
materials at this length scale (1 7). Among these, shape
was found to play an important role in determining the
properties of nanomaterials (8). After the discovery of
carbon nanotubes (9), a 1D nanostructure, being con-
sidered as a standard example of nanomaterials exhibit-
ing unique physiochemical properties, considerable
attention has been paid on the shape-dependent synthesis
of diverse nanomaterials. Many unusual properties of
such materials arise due to spatial confinement
of electrons, phonons, and electric fields around the
particles as well as due to their large surface to volume
ratio. When compared to macrostructures, larger propor-
tions of constituent atoms or molecules lie at the surface
of nanomaterials, leading to large surface tovolume ratio,
which can influence their reactivity, hardness, as well as
magnetic, catalytic, and opto-electronic properties.
Restricted motion of electrons, holes, excitons, pho-
nons, and plasmons with respect to the physical shape of
an object is the reason for the change in properties of
typical nanosystems. The most important change that is
manifested is in color, due to the confinement of electrons
and consequent changes in electronic energy levels. In the
case of isotropic or 0D particles (e.g. sphere), because of
the confinement of electrons to the same extent in all the
three dimensions, properties will be more or less the same
regardless of directions. In this case, all the three
dimensions are the same for the object under study.
Tuning the properties of these particles will be difficult
compared to other materials that show direction and
dimension dependent physical and chemical properties,
generally named as anisotropic nanomaterials. They are
coming under the category of 1, 2, and 3D nanostruc-
tures, wherein the electron motions are possible in these
many dimensions. A pictorial representation of isotropic
and anisotropic nanomaterials, categorized based on the
dimensionality, is shown in Fig. 1. A diverse spectrum of
anisotropic nanomaterials are reported in the literature
such as nanorods (10 14), nanowires (15 21), nanotubes
(22), and so on belonging to 1D; triangles (23 26), plates
and sheets (27 33), ribbon (34), and so on belonging to
2D; and pyramids (35 38), stars (39 42), flowers (43 50),
multi-pods (51 58), nanourchins (59), tadpole (60),
nanocages (61), nanorice (62, 63), nanocorns (64),
nanoboxes (65, 66), nanocubes (67), triangular nano-
frames (68), nanodumbbells (69), and so on belonging at
3D nanostructures. Since there has been an explosion of
research in the area of anisotropic nanomaterials, several
reviews are available in the literature (70 78) and
presenting a comprehensive review of research work is
not an easy task. Here we plan to present only a glimpse
into this fascinating area.
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are difficult to obtain simply by size-tuning of spherical
nanoparticles. For example, a slight change in particle
geometry can produce great changes in the surface
plasmon peak position of a metallic nanoparticle, which
can hardly be achieved in the spherical nanosystems
through a similar change in diameter. In addition, the
optical properties of anisotropic gold or silver nanorods
(NRs) or prisms are tunable throughout the visible, near-
infrared (NIR), and infrared regions of the spectrum, as a
function of their aspect ratios. Even though isotropic
gold nanoparticles show intense surface plasmon reso-
nance (SPR) absorption with good absorption coefficient
comparable to or larger than organic dye molecules, the
strength of absorption is weakly dependent on its size,
which limits its application in sensing. When anisotropy
is added to the nanoparticles, such as NRs or prisms, the
SPR is not only enhanced but also becomes strongly
tunable as a function of aspect ratio. One reason for this
is perhaps that these structures of well-controlled size and
shape possess different surface areas and crystallographic
facets. Introducing anisotropy into the nanoparticles can
also make a substantial change in their magnetic proper-
ties. The coercive field of ferromagnetic particles can be
increased considerably by introducing shape anisotropy
(79). Bio-compatibility (80, 81), large extinction cross-
sections (compared to spherical nanoparticles and
organic dyes), optical absorption in the near-infrared
region (the wavelength region where blood and tissues are
relatively transparent to the radiation) (82, 83), and
enhanced photothermal heating capacity (84 89) enables
them to be good candidates for diagnosis and therapeutic
medical applications (90 92). The utility of anisotropic
nanomaterials in photothermal cancer diagnosis and
treatment of tumor cells have been well-documented in
the literature (82, 90 98). Localized electric fields gener-
ated near these nanoparticles have been exploited for the
chemical and biological detection of molecules (99 103)
and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) (104 
117). The strong electromagnetic fields at the surfaces of
anisotropic metallic nanostructures make them useful for
non-linear optical (NLO) applications in photonics as
well as chemical and biological detection (118). This
method has specific advantages over the other existing
methods with a capability of detecting toxins in different
environments. A considerable amount of effort has been
devoted from 1998 onward for developing various
nanomaterials with high second-order NLO properties
(119 124).
Anisotropic nanomaterials are a good candidate for
biomolecule detection. Though spherical noble metal
nanoparticles-based label-free biochip shows good sensi-
tivity for the detection of trace biomolecules, anisotropic
nanoparticles with novel properties allow their detection
with improved sensitivity (125 127). Surface plasmon
resonance of colloidal nanocrystals has been used to
study specific sequences, hybridization, and single-base
mutations of DNA (128 130). Gold nanorod (GNRs)
have been used to image Bacillus subtilis spores (a
simulant of Bacillus anthracis) using two-photon lumi-
nescence (TPL) microscopy. An enhanced image contrast
in photoacoustic imaging has been achieved due to their
NIR absorption property (131 134). Even though plenty
of such applications in diverse areas are possible with
anisotropic nanomaterials, some of the important appli-
cations are only highlighted in this review.
The explosion of anisotropic nanomaterials research
(135) is reflected in the graph shown in Fig. 2, which
summarizes a literature search of papers having selected
keywords (nanotubes, nanowires, nanorods, nanoplates,
and nanoflowers) in their titles over the past 10 years.
The degree of anisotropy in a nanosystem can be
enhanced by the incorporation of lower dimensional
nanostructures into the same or higher dimensional
nanosystems. These hybrid nanosystems show novel
properties due to the effective coupling of different
domains. Large numbers of hybrid- multi-dimensional
systems are available in the literature and some such
systems have been presented in Table 1 (136 149).
Fabrication of nanoparticles into 1, 2, or 3D functional
Fig. 1. Various kinds of nanomaterials. (A) 0D spheres and clusters. (B) 1D nanoﬁbers, wires, and rods. (C) 2D ﬁlms, plates, and
networks. (D) 3D nanomaterials.
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(150). Assembling nanoparticles is another way to
improve the properties and performance of anisotropic
nanoparticles (151, 152). Controlled organization of such
nanomaterials brings novel properties into the resulting
system that would neither be the properties of individual
nanoparticles nor those of its bulk entity (153, 154).
Assembly of nanomaterials into 2 or 3D lattices largely
depends on their shape, surface properties, charge,
polarizability, magnetic dipole moment, mass, and so
on. The added advantage of anisotropic nanoparticle
assembly is that the same nanomaterial can interact
and assemble in different ways due to its inherent
anisotropy in the structure. So, from the same build-
ing blocks, we can create assemblies having different
properties depending on the dimensionality as well as the
nature of interaction between the building blocks. Such
Table 1. Hybrid heterostructures of multi-dimensional nanocomposite materials
System Schematic Example Reference
0D in 1D SiND/SiO2NW 117
0D on 1D AuND/SiNW 118
1D on 1D (radial heterostructure) SiNW/CNT 119, 120
1D on 1D (axial heterostructure) SiNW/CNT 121
1D on 1D (biaxial heterostructure) SiNW/SiO2NW 122
1D on 1D (branched) CdS/ZnS 123
0D on 2D AuND/Si 124
1D on 2D SiNW/Si 125
2D on 2D (quantum well) Si/Si1-xGex 126 129
Fig. 2. Number of papers published during the last decade
(1998 2009), including certain keywords (as indicated) in
their title. Source: ISI Web of Science.
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structures’.
In this review, we summarize various existing synthetic
protocols for making anisotropic nanomaterials and
highlight the importance of morphology on the depen-
dence of their physical and chemical properties. As awide
range of synthetic protocols are available in the literature,
we will be reviewing only selected common chemical
routes for their synthesis. Discussion will highlight some
important aspects of shape evolution of these materials.
Due to the magnitude of the literature, we restrict our
discussion mainly to noble metals. At the same time, we
have touched upon certain aspects of other nanosystems
as well to make this review all-round. Because of the
importance of assembled nanostructures in tuning the
collective properties of nanomaterials, assemblies of
various anisotropic nanoparticles have been included.
By taking NRs as an example, we present an overview of
the various assemblies made. This review ends with the
various applications of anisotropic nanomaterials and
their assembled structures, followed by a summary and
future outlook.
2. General aspects of anisotropic nanoparticle
growth
Since sphere is the lowest-energy shape, simple reduction
of metal salts generally results in the formation of
spherical nanoparticles (155). By suitably controlling
the experimental parameters such as concentration of
the metal precursor, reducing agents, and stabilizers and
reaction conditions such as temperature, time, and so on,
it is possible to tune the shape of the nanoparticles. The
exact role of these parameters in determining the
morphology of the crystals is not yet fully understood.
At the same time, it has been proposed that synergistic
effect of each one of these parameters has substantial
influence on the final shape of the nanocrystal. Many
techniques, including both top-down and bottom-up
approaches, have been developed and applied for the
synthesis of anisotropic nanoparticles. As nanoparticles
produced by top-down approaches have a relatively
broad size distribution, varied particle shape or geometry,
and use expensive synthetic pathways that are industrially
non-scalable, bottom-up approaches are far more popu-
lar in the synthesis of nanoparticles. Wet chemical
synthesis is a potential bottom-up method to produce
anisotropic nanoparticles in high yield and structural
purity with varying size, shape, structure, composition,
and surface chemistry.
Generally, nanoparticle growth can happen either in a
thermodynamically controlled or kinetically controlled
manner (156). Thermodynamic growth often results in
uniform growth of all crystal facets and subsequent
formation of spherical or near-spherical structures. In the
case of kinetically controlled growth, preferential and
directional growth happens that in turn results in the
anisotropic growth. The synergistic effects of both
thermodynamic and the kinetic aspects play a critical
role in determining nanoparticle shape. However, a
general mechanism for the formation of these morphol-
ogies has not been fully understood yet. Preferential
adsorption of capping molecules to specific facets can
hinder or enhance the crystal growth in some directions.
In certain cases, formation of surfactant micelles or
structural defects would physically direct the anisotropic
growth (157). Under specific conditions, capping agents
also play an important role to increase the yield of a
particular structure with high monodispersity. Aforemen-
tioned reasons are unable to address experimental
observations since formation of similar shapes was
observed even in the absence of capping agents (vapor
phase synthesis) (158). The anisotropic interactions of
different facets with surfactant and solvents will result in
the formation of twinned morphology with lower energy.
These aspects make solution-based synthesis more
powerful and versatile than vapor-phase methods for
the synthesis of anisotropic noble metal nanoparticles.
Other aspects such as oxidative etching and control of
the nucleation can also induce the anisotropic growth of
the nanoparticles. According to Lofton and Sigmund,
formation of twin planes in the seed particles promotes
the creation of favorable sites for the anisotropic growth
of nanoparticles (159). The strategies to control the
kinetics and formation of desired nuclei with twin planes
during the nucleation provide better ways to produce
anisotropic noble metal nanoparticles. The energetic
aspects can also play an important role in determining
the anisotropic growth of nanoparticles. The formation
of anisotropic structures is a direct consequence of the
energetics being dominated by surface energy in nano-
meter regime. Anisotropic nanoparticles have higher
surface to volume ratios than spheres and, consequently,
higher energy per atom, even though they can expose
facets with lower surface energies ((111) in face-centered
cubic, fcc, metals, for example).
3. Synthesis of anisotropic nanomaterials
3.1 Seed-mediated synthesis
Even though a large number of methods have been used
for making anisotropic nanostructures, the seed-mediated
growth process is a widely used method that can yield
various nanostructures such as rods, wires, triangles,
stars, flowers, and so on. This method is a modified
form of Zsigmondy’s ‘nuclear’ method, which involved a
two-step process for making nanoparticles (160). In 2001,
Jana et al. produced NRs in good yield by the seed-
mediated method (161). This method involves two steps.
The first step is the synthesis of ‘seed nanoparticles’ by
simple reduction process in which the metal salt is
Anisotropic nanomaterials
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agents. Sodium borohydride is the commonly used
reducing agent. The seed need not always be a metal
nanoparticle. Growth of seed nanoparticles into the
desired shape is the second step of this process. The
growth solution contains surfactant or shaping agent and
a mild reducing agent. In this process, metal salts will get
reduced on the surface of the seed nanoparticles. The
surfactant molecules will form suitable templates that
facilitates the growth process to yield nanoparticles of
desired morphology. The size of the nanoparticles can be
tuned by changing the amount of seed nanoparticles
added. In the case of GNRs, the size can be reduced by
increasing the amount of seed particles. External agents
such as various molecules or ions can alter the growth
direction of the nanoparticles and can result in the
formation of variously shaped nanoparticles. With the
addition of a small amount of iodide ion in a growth
solution used in the GNR synthesis, the shape of the
resultant nanoparticles can be changed into triangular
nanoprisms (162). Here, the iodide ion adsorption
appears to suppress the crystal growth along the
Au(111) direction, resulting in Au(111)-faced triangular
nanoprisms. When the counter anions of the surfactant
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) were replaced
with chloride ions, a drastic change in the morphology
from rod to rice-shape was observed, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the adsorption of halide ions.
There are other factors that influence the size and
shape of the nanostructures. The concentration of
surfactant molecules is one parameter that plays an
important role in the shape determination, since the
shape of the micelles formed by the surfactant during the
growth varies with the concentration. The synthetic
method of gold nanoprism developed by Millstone
et al. (23) is an example for the dependence of surfactant
concentration on the morphology determination. In this
approach, small gold seed nanoparticles of 5 nm are
subjected to a three-step growth process in an aqueous
solution containing the capping agent CTAB, gold ions,
reducing agent (ascorbic acid), and NaOH, resulting in
the formation of gold nanoprisms in very good yield.
Nanoprisms were formed only when saturated CTAB
solution was used, which is a clear indication of the
concentration dependence on the morphology of the
nanoparticles. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
image corresponding selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) patterns of the nanoprisms synthesized by this
method is shown in Fig. 3A. The UV-vis absorption
spectrum of nanoprisms (Fig. 3B) shows three different
absorptions. The peak in the NIR region is attributed to
in-plane SPRof nanoprisms and that at 540 nm is due to
their out of plane SPR. Broad band in the UV-vis-NIR
spectrum at 800 nm is assigned to the in-plane quadru-
pole mode of the nanoprisms (Fig. 3B). This assignment
is based upon the characterization of these prisms by
electron microscopy and discrete dipole approximation
(DDA) calculations, which predict plasmon bands that
match the experiment. The observed absorption spectrum
of the nanoprisms was in good agreement with the
theoretical spectrum. The edge length of these Au
nanoprisms can be controlled while preserving their
original shape, crystal properties, and thickness. Impor-
tantly, edge length control is a way of tailoring the optical
properties of these structures. For that, the prisms have
been used as seeds, and reinitiated the particle growth by
exposing them to Au ions in the presence of a reducing
agent in a step-by-step manner (163). By this method, the
edge length of the nanoprism has been varied from 100 to
300 nm without changing their crystallinity and thickness.
An aligned array of the nanotriangles on the indium tin
oxide (ITO) surface (164) has been made using the seed-
mediated approach at low temperature. Here, 4 nm gold
seed nanoparticles attached to the conducting glass
Fig. 3. (A) TEM image of Au triangular nanoparticles. The inset is the SAED pattern taken from individual nanoprism. (B)
UV-vis-NIR spectra of puriﬁed Au nanoprisms (blue trace) and DDA calculation (red trace). Reproduced with permission from
Reference (23). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2005).
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an electric potential. In this case, low temperature and
electric field were found to be the critical factors that
favor the nanotriangle growth. Silver nanoplates with
sizes of 40 300 nm have been synthesized via a simple
room-temperature solution-phase chemical reduction
method in the presence of dilute CTAB and 15 nm
Ag@citrate seed particles (165). The interesting finding in
this case is that the size of nanoplates can be easily
controlled by using a CTAB solution of 10 to 15 times
dilution of that normally used in the seed-mediated
synthesis (100 mM). Structure and surface analysis data
revealed that the selective adsorption of CTAB on the
(111) plane of silver seeds and the formation of silver
bromide in contact with the seeds play critical roles in the
nanoplate formation.
Another variety of nanomaterial, core-shell nanocube,
made of Au and Pd (Au@Pd nanocubes) has been
synthesized using a modified two-step seed-mediated
growth method (166). Au nanoparticles of about 3 nm
in diameter were first synthesized as the seeds for growing
about 30 nm Au nano-octahedra that acts as the core.
Then the uniform Au@Pd nanocubes were overgrown on
the octahedral Au cores in high yield by reducing
H2PdCl4 with ascorbic acid under the assistance of a
surfactant CTAB (Fig. 4A C). Another two kinds of
binary metal core-shell nanoparticles, Au@Ag nanocubes
and Au@Pt nanospheres, were also synthesized in the
similar reaction conditions as shown in Fig. 4. It was
found that Au@Ag nanoparticles exhibit uniform cubic
shape and are well monodispersed. In the case of Au@Pt,
uniform nanospheres with a rough surface were observed.
This dramatically different morphology suggests a 3D
heterogeneous nucleation and growth, rather than the
layer-by-layer epitaxial growth for Pt shells on Au seeds.
The growth of heterogeneous metal shells on the gold
core presents two different forms, the conformal epitaxial
growth for Au@Pd and Au@Ag nanocubes (Fig. 4D) and
the heterogeneous nucleation and island growth for
Au@Pt nanospheres (Fig. 4E). In order to achieve
epitaxial layered growth of heterogeneous core-shell
nanocrystals, the following rules have to be taken care
of: (1) the lattice constants of two metals should be
comparable with the lattice mismatch, smaller than about
5%. The shell metal with smaller atom radius is easier to
grow epitaxially on the core as it could uniformly release
the lattice strain resulting from the lattice mismatch. (2)
The electronegativity of the shell metal is to be lower than
the core metal in order to avoid the displacement reaction
and to easily wet the surface of the core. Otherwise, the
shell metal intensively tends toward galvanic displace-
ment of the core metal instead of epitaxial growth.
Recently, Cho et al. have demonstrated a simple and
versatile method for generating core-shell, bimetallic
nanocrystals with GNRs as the seeds for epitaxial
growth. The resultant Au@Ag nanocrystals were mostly
octahedral in shape, while their sizes could be controlled
by using GNRs with different aspect ratios (167). Apart
from this, a fine control of the nanoparticle shape can be
Fig. 4. (A) TEM image of Au@Pd nanocubes. (B) TEM image of a single Au@Pd nanocube at high magniﬁcation. The inset is
the SAED pattern taken from individual nanocube. (C) STEM images of the octahedral Au seed within a cubic Pd shell and
cross-sectional compositional line proﬁles of a Au@Pd nanocube along the diagonal (indicated by a red line). D and E are TEM
images of Au@Ag nanocubes and Au@Pt nanoparticles, respectively. Reproduced with permission from Reference (166).
American Chemical Society, Copyright (2008).
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parameters (168).
In Fig. 5, the table shows the various experimental
conditions at which gold particles of different shapes can
be formed. Corresponding TEM images of these struc-
tures are presented in Fig. 5A D. This solution-based
chemical route produces a number of structural archi-
tectures from rod-, rectangle-, hexagon-, cube-, triangle-,
and star-like Au particles in high yield at room tempera-
ture in the presence of a single surfactant in aqueous
solution. With an altered order of reactant mixing and by
the addition of NaOH, seed nanoparticles can grow into
gold nanostars of size less than 100 nm (Fig. 6A and B)
(39). Even though the exact mechanism of formation of
gold nanostars is unclear it is believed that the addition
of NaOH may lead to more rapid growth due to forced
reduction of gold ions. Single particle spectroscopy
revealed that these nanoparticles have multiple plasmon
resonances resulting in polarization-dependent scattering
with multiple spectral peaks, which correspond to the
different tips on the nanostar (Fig. 6C). The gold
nanostars described here provide a multi-spectral signal
Fig. 5. Table shows the shapes of gold particles and corresponding reaction conditions. A D are the TEM images of various
anisotropic Au nanoparticles synthesized under different conditions. Inset of C shows the corresponding SEM image. Scale bars
are (100 nm). Reproduced with permission from Reference (168). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2004).
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3D orientations of molecules by exploiting their multi-
directional polarized scattering. Gold nanostars (Fig. 7)
with single crystalline tips can be synthesized in extremely
high yield through the reduction of HAuCl4 in a
concentrated solution of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP)
in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), in the presence of
preformed Au nanoparticle seeds (42).
The morphology of the seed particle is one important
parameter that decides the anisotropic growth. Beautiful
gold mesoflowers (MFs) (Fig. 8A and B) can be
synthesized in large quantity by the seed-mediated
method from an oligoaniline capped Au nanoparticle
seeds at 808C (169). These MFs are made up of a large
number of spiky stems projecting outward from a core in
all directions (Fig. 8B). The stems are bearing high
resemblance to a hierarchical array of scales or plate-
like subunits, which themselves have the shape of stars
forming a pyramid of stars (Fig. 8C). Each stem has
ridges along its corners that give a unique morphology.
The presence of five edges is giving a star-shaped
appearance to the stem as it is viewed from the top and
ridges along the corners of the stems give a stacked
appearance (Fig. 8D). In this case, presence of multiple
twinning in the seed particle leads to anisotropic growth
at high temperature. By stopping the reaction at a
predetermined time or by controlling the amount of
seed nanoparticle, it is possible to tune the size of the
MFs from 100 to 4000 nm. One of the important aspects
of this synthesis is the high degree of shape purity in the
synthesis. It is possible to create these materials in gram
scale without any other shapes.
In certain cases, it is possible to synthesize 3D
nanoparticles even in the absence of surfactant using
this approach. Here, Au
3  and NH2OH were added to a
chosen amount of AgNO3 solution. Under vigorous
stirring, colloidal gold seeds were added rapidly resulting
in the formation of 3D nanothorns. The formation and
structural changes of these 3D thorny gold nanoparticles
can be explained by the site specific deposition of AgCl
on the surface of gold nanoparticle seeds (51).
Knowledge of the crystal structure of the resultant
nanoparticles is crucial for understanding its growth
mechanism. Murphy et al. (170) and Johnson et al.
(171) suggested a mechanism for the growth of NRs
based on preferential surfactant binding to certain facets
of the seed particle. The preferential binding of CTA
 
head group to certain crystal faces of the face-centered
cubic (fcc) seed causes symmetry breaking and this leads
to the formation of NRs. Crystal structure of gold
contains 5 side-faces containing (100) surfaces and 10
end-faces containing (111) surfaces as shown in Fig. 9A.
The surface energy of (100) plane is higher than that of
(111) plane. The preferential binding of side-faces, which
Fig. 6. A and B are SEM and TEM images of star-shaped gold nanocrystals, respectively. Inset of B shows the SAED pattern
taken from a single nanostar. An extinction spectrum of the nanostar solution exhibits broad visible and NIR peaks (C).
Reproduced with permission from Reference (39). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2006).
Fig. 7. TEM image of Au nanostars synthesized through
reduction of HAuCl4 in a PVP/DMF mixture, in the
presence of preformed Au seeds, using 10 mM PVP.
Reproduced with permission from Reference (42). Institute
of Physics, Copyright (2006).
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  head group than
end-faces, stabilizes the high energy side-faces. Due to the
preferential binding of CTA
  head group on side-faces,
the nucleation of gold is inhibited there. Therefore, the
growth of NRs happens along the (110) common axis on
(111) faces, which do not contain the CTA
  head groups.
The surfactant CTAB has a hydrophobic as well as a
hydrophilic group. The quaternary ammonium ion pre-
sent on the hydrophilic surface forms a covalent bond
with the gold surface thereby opening the hydrophobic
group outward. The hydrophobic group of another
CTAB molecule forms a bilayer with the outward
projecting hydrophobic group of the attached CTAB
molecule; the hydrophilic group of the second CTAB
molecule interacts with water leading to stabilization of
GNR in an aqueous medium. The free energy of bilayer
stabilization between CTAB molecules is found to be
approximately 6 kJ/mol per two methylene groups; this
energy is higher than the energy available at the room
temperature ( 2.5 kJ/mol). The bilayer formation on
gold surface through alkyl groups can be visualized in a
zipper fashion (Fig. 9B). Due to inhibited growth on the
side-faces, the reduction of Au
 1 followed by nucleation
happens on the end-faces. Therefore, by controlling the
ratio of seed to growth solution, the elongation of GNR
can be controlled.
Fig. 8. Large area (A) and corresponding single particle. (B) Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of
gold MFs. (C) An enlarged FESEM image of a single stem of the MF showing ridges along the edges. (D) Top view of a single
stem of the MF showing the pentagonal structure. Reproduced with permission from Reference (169). Springer, Copyright
(2009).
Fig. 9. Cartoon representation of (A) 3-D morphology showing (111) end-faces and (100) side-faces. (B) Illustration of ‘zipping’
mechanism for the formation of the bilayer of CTAB (squiggles) on the NR (black rectangle) surface may assist NR formation
as more gold ion (black dots) is introduced. Reproduced with permission from Reference (170). American Chemical Society,
Copyright (2005 and 2003).
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Citation: Nano Reviews 2011, 2: 5883 - DOI: 10.3402/nano.v2i0.5883In a separate study, Perez-Juste et al. proposed the
electric-field-directed growth mechanism of GNRs (172).
In this mechanism, it is suggested that ascorbic acid
reduces AuCl4
 -CTAB complex to AuCl2
 -CTAB
through the following reaction (I).
AuCl
 
4  2e
 ?½AuCl
 
2  2Cl
  (I)
AuCl
 
2  e
 ?½2Au
0 2Cl
  (II)
The reduction of Au
 1 occurs through electron transfer
at the surface of the electron-rich CTAB capped seed
particles via reaction II. The rate of nanorod formation
depends on the collision of AuCl2
 -CTAB complex and
CTAB capped seed particles, which is controlled by the
electrical double layer interaction between the CTAB and
gold rods.
Though the growth mechanism of GNRs has been
investigated extensively by different groups, the exact
mechanism is still uncertain. Recent studies suggest that
even in the absence of external addition of seed, GNRs
can be made by following the same procedure. In 2010,
Samal et al. synthesized GNRs through one-step process,
whereby the use of seed particles was eliminated (173).
The study suggests that the nature of metal seed (seeds
made by various metals having different crystal struc-
tures) doesn’t affect the formation and monodispersity of
GNRs. Further investigations revealed that sodium bor-
ohydride present in the seed solution played a critical role
in the formation of GNRs; that is, GNRs can be
synthesized by direct addition of sodium borohydride to
the growth solution. In this method, various metal seed
particles with a size 3 5 nm of different crystal structures
such as Fe (body centered cubic, bcc), Ru, and Cd
(hexagonal close packing, hcp), Cu, Pb, Ag, and Au
(cubic close packing, ccp), Hg (rhombohedral), In (tetra-
gonal), and Sb (trigonal) were prepared from their salts by
reduction with NaBH4 and added to the growth solution.
All the seed particles produced the NRs of the same
structures. High-resolution transmission electron micro-
scopy (HRTEM) image of the GNRs synthesized by
various metal seeds of different crystal structures showed
only fcc gold (Fig. 10). This suggests that the seed
particles may not be directlyaffecting thegrowth of GNR.
The GNRs exhibit two surface plasmons in the
absorption spectrum when electromagnetic radiation
interacts with the length and width of the NRs. Interac-
tion of electromagnetic radiation leads to the excitation
surface plasmons along the long axis of the NRs (long-
itudinal surface plasmon, LSP) or along the short axis of
Fig. 10. HRTEM images of NRs formed using different seed particles: (A) Fe (bcc), (B) Cd (hcp), (C) Sb (trigonal), and (D) In
(tetragonal). Although the metals are of different crystal structures, the GNRs formed are fcc. Reproduced with permission
from Reference (173). Springer-Netherlands, Copyright (2010).
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LSP of the NRs appear in the visible and near NIR
region in the absorption spectrum, respectively (Fig. 11).
As the length of the NRs increase, the LSP of the NRs
red shifts to the NIR region. Typical synthesis does not
produce much change in the width of the NRs and TSP
stays close to 520 nm. But systematic change in LSP is
easily achievable.
3.2 Polyol synthesis
Polyol synthesis is a simple and versatile route, developed
in 1989 by Fievet et al. (174) and Viau et al. (175), to
make colloidal particles of various shapes and sizes made
of metals and their alloys. The present form of the polyol
synthesis was developed by Sun et al. (176) and Wiley
et al. (177). They have made a number of modifications to
the conventional protocol. The polyol synthesis involves
the reduction of an inorganic salt precursor by polyol at
an elevated temperature. Polyol refers to alcohols con-
taining multiple hydroxyl groups. Ethylene glycol, pro-
pylene glycol, pentane diols, glycerols, and so on
are commonly used polyols. Many precursor salts can
easily dissolve in polyol. Apart from this, temperature-
dependent reducing power and relatively high boiling
points make polyols suitable solvents for making aniso-
tropic nanoparticles. Upon heating in the presence of air,
ethylene glycol will get converted into glycolaldehyde,
which acts as a dominant reductant for polyol syntheses
of Ag nanostructures. Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) is com-
monly used as stabilizer to prevent agglomeration of
the colloidal particles in polyol synthesis. It has been
demonstrated that this method is good for making
nanostructures of Ag, Pd, and Pt, as polyols have
relatively high dielectric constant and can serve as a
good solvent for both metal precursors and PVP. At
elevated temperatures, ethylene glycol can reduce Ag
 
ions into Ag atoms, and thereby induce the nucleation
and growth of silver nanostructures in the solution phase.
Due to the presence of oxygen and nitrogen atoms in the
pyrrolidone unit, PVP can adsorb onto the surface of
silver and can stabilize the resulting structure. Moreover,
the extents of interaction strengths of PVP with different
crystallographic facets of a silver lattice are different and
could, therefore, induce anisotropic growth of silver.
It has been established that the morphology of final
nanoparticles is mainly determined by the number of twin
defects present in the initial seed that is shown in the
schematic illustration in Fig. 12 (178). For making silver
nanostructures by using polyol synthesis, first anhydrous
ethylene glycol was heated at 1608C for 1 h. Then,
separate solutions of AgNO3 and PVP in ethylene glycol
were simultaneously injected into the reaction flask by
using a two-channel syringe pump. The first step of the
growth is the reduction of AgNO3 by ethylene glycol at
an elevated temperature and the formation of elemental
silver. In the subsequent steps, these silver atoms nucleate
and form clusters (fluctuating structures) and nearly
spherical particles. Once the nuclei attain a certain size,
they become seeds: either a single-crystal, singly twinned,
or multiply twinned particle. In the next step, silver atoms
generated from the reduction of AgNO3 get diffused to
the surface of the nuclei and will deposit at active surface
sites, forming metallic bonds with their neighbors. By
adjusting the molar ratio between PVP and AgNO3, the
thickness of PVP coating and the location of PVP chains
on suitable crystal planes can be modified. This mod-
ification alters the resistance of each facet to growth
(addition of silver atoms), and lead to the formation of
silver nanostructures with distinct shapes.
Most silver nuclei incorporate twin boundary defects
as such defects enable a lower surface energy. As the
growth proceeds, changes in the defect structure of the
nuclei become too costly relative to the available thermal
energy and they become trapped in a given morphology.
As illustrated by Fig. 12, this process results in various
kinds of seeds such as multiply twinned, singly twinned,
and single-crystal seeds, with the fivefold symmetry.
Multiply twinned decahedra are the naturally abundant
seed morphology and are also the most reactive. Silver
atoms preferentially add to the twin defects of decahedra,
leading to the formation of nanowires (NWs) (Fig. 13A).
Nanowire formation also requires the presence of NaCl
and iron salt. In the absence of chloride ions, the seeds
rapidly aggregated to form irregular particles. The Cl
 
ions absorbs on seeds and electrostatically stabilize them
against aggregation (179).
In order to retard the growth of NWs, one must
prevent the formation of decahedral seeds. Monodis-
persed nanocubes (180) of silver have been synthesized
in large quantities by introducing a small amount of
hydrochloric acid to the conventional polyol synthesis
(Fig. 13B) (181). Hydrochloric acid plays an important
role in selectively etching and dissolving twinned
decahedral seeds. The presence of protons slows down
the reduction reaction and thereby facilitates the for-
mation of single-crystal seeds and nanocube formation.
Fig. 11. Absorption spectrum of GNRs. The arrows corre-
spond to the electron motions.
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Citation: Nano Reviews 2011, 2: 5883 - DOI: 10.3402/nano.v2i0.5883Even though the role of chloride ion is not completely
understood, it is likely that the corrosive effect of Cl
 
can etch twinned seeds as in the case of corrosion of
steel.
If NaCl was substituted with 60 mM NaBr and the
temperature was lowered to 1558C, the reaction produced
silver nanobars in 1 h (Fig. 13C). Storage of nanobars in
a 5 wt% aqueous solution of PVP for 1 week resulted in
their transformation into single-crystal nanorice with
rounded corners and edges (Fig. 13D). Seeds with single
twin planes are necessary to produce Ag bipyramids
(Fig. 13E). To produce such seeds, the extent of etching
must be moderated so that the most reactive multiply
twinned seeds can be etched away. This is achieved by
reducing the amount of bromide by half relative to the
nanobar reaction. Bromides enable sufficient etching to
remove the multiple twined seeds but not so much as to
eliminate singly twinned seeds.
Singly twinned seeds could also be grown slowly over
24 h to form silver nanobeams. Silver nanobeams are so
named because they have a cross-sectional aspect ratio
similar to that of a beam of wood. In comparison to the
synthesis of right bipyramids, here, the concentrations of
AgNO3 and PVP were doubled and the temperature was
lowered by 128C, while the concentration of NaBr was
kept the same. Although the concentration of the silver
precursor was doubled, the lower reaction temperature
resulted in a slower reduction rate.
Fig. 12. A schematic illustrating various stages of the reaction that leads to the formation of noble-metal nanoparticles with
different shapes. After the formation of nuclei (small clusters), they become seeds with a single-crystal, singly twinned, or
multiply twinned structure. Stacking faults in the seeds results in plate-like structures. Green, orange, and purple represent the
(100), (111), and (110) facets, respectively. The parameter R is deﬁned as the ratio between the growth rates along the (100) and
(111) directions. Twin planes are delineated in the drawing with magenta lines. Reproduced with permission from Reference
(178). Wiley-VCH, Copyright (2004).
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the nanoparticles during polyol synthesis. Ag nanoplates
(Fig. 13F) can be obtained in high yield by introducing
polyacrylamide (PAM) into a polyol synthesis (182).
Here, PAM serves as a dual-functional agent in the
synthesis. It can act as both a steric stabilizer to prevent
the agglomeration of nanoparticles and can form com-
plexes with Ag
  ions. This coordination effect can slow
down the reduction rate to enable kinetic control.
The rapid reduction of gold precursors in refluxing 1,5-
pentanediol results in a series of gold nanocrystals in the
shape of octahedra, truncated octahedra, cuboctahedra,
cubes, and higher polygons by incremental changes of
silver nitrate concentration, which may be attributed to
the selective deposition of silver species on the seed
surface during the reaction (183). In this case, silver
species generated from AgNO3 during the growth process
determine the morphology of final nanocrystal by the
selective growth of (111) and/or the restriction of (100).
Single crystalline Au octahedral nanoparticles can
also be synthesized in an ethylene glycol solution by
a straight forward poly-(diallyldimethylammonium)
chloride (PDDA)-mediated polyol route (184). Forma-
tion of Au nano-octahedra was attributed to the prefer-
ential adsorption of PDDA molecules on the (111) planes
of Au nuclei that inhibit the growth rate along the (111)
direction. By adjusting the pH of the solution, Au
octahedra with different dimensions can be synthesized
Fig. 13. (A) Large area SEM image of Ag NWs. Inset shows a cross-sectional TEM image of a microtomed NW, revealing its
ﬁvefold twinned crystal structure and pentagonal proﬁle Reproducedwith permission from Reference (179). American Chemical
Society, Copyright (2008). (B) SEM image of Ag nanocubes. Reproduced with permission from Reference (180). American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), Copyright (2002). (C) SEM image of the Ag nanobars produced when
NaCl was substituted with NaBr (181). (D) SEM of nanorice at a 458 tilt. (E) SEM images of bipyramids approximately 75 and
150 nm in edge length (159). (F) SEM images of silver nanoplates prepared in the presence of PAM at 1358C for 3 h.
Reproduced with permission from Reference (182). Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright (2007).
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Citation: Nano Reviews 2011, 2: 5883 - DOI: 10.3402/nano.v2i0.5883(Fig. 14B). A systematic increase in the UV-vis absorp-
tion maximum was observed as the edge length of the
octahedra increases (Fig. 14A). The synthetic strategy
has the advantage of one-pot and requires no seeds, no
foreign metal ions, and no pretreatment of the precursor
so that this is a practical method for controllable
synthesis of Au octahedra.
3.3 Biological synthesis
Biological systems are capable of making functional
superstructures of inorganic nanomaterials such as
amorphous silica, magnetite (magnetotactic bacteria),
and calcite (185). In biological systems, shape controlled
synthesis of nanomaterials has been achieved either by
growth in constrained environments such as membrane
vesicles or through functional molecules such as poly-
peptides that bind specifically to crystallographic planes
of inorganic surfaces. Single crystalline equilateral trian-
gles (Fig. 15A C) and hexagonal silver nanoparticles
have been synthesized biologically using Pseudomonas
stutzeri AG259 (186), a bacterial strain that was isolated
from a silver mine. Flat, triangular gold nanocry-
stals have been made using specific polypeptide repeat
sequences in proteins secreted by the bacterium Escher-
ichia coli (187).
Triangular gold nanoprisms (Fig. 16A) can be synthe-
sized biologically (188) in high yield at room-temperature
by the reduction of aqueous chloroaurate ions (AuCl4
 )
by the extract of the plant lemongrass (Cymbopogon
flexuosus). During the reaction, a visible color change
occurred from pale yellow to a ruby red, indicating the
formation of gold nanoparticles. The reducing sugars
(aldoses) present inside the lemongrass extract were
found to reduce the Au
3  into nanoprisms. By simple
variation in the concentration of the lemongrass extract
in the reaction medium, it is possible to vary the size of
the nanoprisms (189) thereby the longitudinal SPR band
in the NIR region can be easily tuned (Fig. 16B). It is
reported that tamarind leaf extract can also be used as
the reducing agent for making gold nanotriangles (190).
On treating aqueous Au
3  solution with tamarind leaf
extract, rapid formation of flat and thin single crystalline
Fig. 14. UV-vis absorption spectra for Au octahedra with different edge lengths dispersed in water (A). The edge lengths of Au
octahedra from curve ‘a’ to curve ‘i’ were 20, 50, 63, 80, 95, 110, 125, 160, and 230 nm, respectively. SEM images of Au
octahedra with average edge lengths of 63 nm synthesized at 1958C by introducing 1 M HCl solution to the initial gold
precursor. Scale bars: 200 nm. Reproduced with permission from Reference (184). American Chemical Society, Copyright
(2008).
Fig. 15. (A) TEM image of large, triangular, Ag-containing particles at both poles produced by P. stutzeri AG259. An
accumulation of smaller Ag-containing particles can be found all over the cell. (B and C) Triangular, hexagonal, and spheroidal
Ag-containing nanoparticles accumulated at different cellular binding sites. Reproduced with permission from Reference (186).
Proceedings of National Academy of Science, Copyright (1999).
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organic solvent vapors like methanol, benzene, and
acetone on the conductivity of these gold nanotriangles
was investigated by measuring the I V characteristics.
The results suggest that these nanotriangles can be used
as vapor sensors.
Cinnamomum zeylanicum leaf broth is another redu-
cing agent that can reduce Au
3  into gold nanoprisms
(191). Nanoparticles of diverse shapes such as hexagon,
truncated triangle, and triangle can also be synthesized
by reducing aqueous chloroauric acid solution with the
extract of seaweed, Sargassum sp., at room temperature
(192) (Fig. 16C).
Here, the seaweed acts both as the reducing agent and
as the capping agents necessary for the gold nanoplate
formation. During the nanoparticle growth, the capping
agents may assist to limit the size and control the shape.
It would bind non-specifically on all exposed surfaces of
gold and lead the anisotropic growth. An extract of the
unicellular green algae Chlorella vulgaris is also found to
reduce Ag
  into single-crystalline gold nanoplates in
aqueous medium at room temperature (Fig. 16D) (193).
Proteins in the extract reduce the Ag ion into various
nanoparticles. Hydroxyl groups in Tyr residues and
carboxyl groups in Asp and/or Glu residues were
identified as the most active functional groups for the
reduction Ag ion and the anisotropic growth of Ag
nanoplates, respectively. Chlorella vulgaris green alga can
also reduce Au
3  ions into single-crystalline gold nano-
plates at room temperature (194). A cell-free extract of
Rhodopseudomonas capsulata has been used to synthesize
Au NWs with network structures (195). Nanoparticles
formed in bacteria are typically observed in aggregated
state and, in several cases, polyhedral shapes are seen.
Synthesis of such structures of gold and silver was
reported by Nair and Pradeep (196).
3.4 Hydro/solvothermal synthesis
In this method, nanoparticles are synthesized in hot
water/solvent in an autoclave under high pressure. Here,
H2O serves both as a catalyst and occasionally as a
component of solid phases. The synthetic method is also
Fig. 16. (A) TEM image of gold nanotriangle synthesized by the reduction of aqueous HAuCl4 solution with lemon grass
extract. Reproduced with permission from Reference (189). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2005). (B) UV-vis-NIR
spectra of gold nanoparticles synthesized by adding different amount of lemongrass leaf extract to 5 mL of 10
 3 M HAuCl4
solution. Curves 1 10 correspond to solutions with 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.6 mL of lemongrass leaf extract
in 5 mL of 10
 3 M HAuCl4 solution, respectively. (C) TEM images of gold nanoplates synthesized by the reduction of aqueous
AuCl4
  by seaweed extract. Reproduced with permission from Reference (192). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2005).
Single-crystalline Ag nanoplates synthesized in aqueous medium at room temperature using an extract of the unicellular green
alga Chlorella vulgaris (Fig. 13D). Inset shows the SEM image of a single Ag nanoplate. Reproduced with permission from
Reference (193). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2007).
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Citation: Nano Reviews 2011, 2: 5883 - DOI: 10.3402/nano.v2i0.5883categorized as solvothermal (197), since various solvents
can also be used, in accordance with the general process
principle. It is also possible that additives are employed to
modify the initial properties of pure hydrothermal water.
In order to widen the range of applicability of this
synthesis method, polar solvents (e.g. aqueous solutions
containing hydrofluoric acid [HF], or other acids or bases
to trim pH) or non-polar solvents (e.g. pure, supercritical)
can be used for the dissolution recrystallization process.
Up to date, hydrothermal synthesis has been demon-
strated for a number of different materials.
Ultralong ZnO NW/nanobelt arrays with honeycomb-
like micropatterns on zinc substrates were made under
hydrothermal conditions in large scale (198). Novel Pd-
Cd nanostructures with a high capacity for hydrogen
storage were synthesized by this method. In this method,
a series of Pd-Cd nanostructures with varying concentra-
tions of Cd were directly grown onto Ti substrates using a
facile hydrothermal reduction method (199). Uniform
Cryptomelane-type manganese oxide (OMS-2) 3D den-
dritic and spherical nanostructures were synthesized
under mild and organic template-free hydrothermal
conditions. In this case, by suitably adjusting the tem-
perature, the shape evolution of OMS-2 was achieved
(200). In the presence of an electric field, hydrothermal
synthesis can yield hierarchical Co-doped ZnO hexagonal
ring-like superstructures (Fig. 17A C) composed of NRs
(201). Here, the electric dipole interaction of NRs plays
an important role in the alignment of NRs. Other
interesting structures such as nanorings and microloops
(Fig. 17D F) of Ag2V4O11 can also be synthesized by this
method. In a particular synthesis, AgNO3 and V2O5
powders were treated with distilled water at 1708C for 12
h in a hydrothermal bomb (202). Self-coiling of
Ag2V4O11 nanobelts happens during this hydrothermal
process without the use of any template or organic
surfactant and results in nanorings and loops.
Nanomaterials made of Bi2S3 of various morphologies,
including NRs, dandelion-like nanostructures, nano-
leaves, nanoflowers, and nanocabbages were successfully
synthesized from a single-source precursor, Bi(SCOPh)3
or multiple-source precursors by using a colloidal solu-
tion method or hydrothermal method (203).
Fig. 17. SEM images showing (A) single-, (B) double-, and (C) triple-turn hexagonal ring-like superstructures of hexagonal
single-crystals of Co-doped ZnO NRs. Reproduced with permission from Reference (201). American Chemical Society,
Copyright (2008). D and E are SEM images of the Ag2V4O11 nanorings (f) SEM images of the Ag2V4O11 microloops formed by
rolling of several nanobelts. Reproduced with permission from Reference (202). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2006).
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sized via a hydrothermal method from an aqueous
solution of HAuCl4, trisodium citrate, and the surfactant,
CTAB (204). These mixtures were heated at 1108C for 6,
12, 24, 48, and 72 h to obtain gold octahedra with
approximate average sizes of 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 nm,
respectively. From the structural characterization, it
was confirmed that the octahedra are bounded by (111)
faces. The SPRwere red-shifted from 543 to 635 nm (Fig.
18B) as the size of the nanoparticle increases.
Single-crystalline tellurium NWs were synthesized by
the biomolecule-assisted reduction method under hydro-
thermal conditions (205). The biomolecule, alginic acid is
used as both reducing agent and directional template.
Wang et al. synthesized hexagonal tellurium nanotubes in
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-mediated hydrothermal
method using tellurium powder as the tellurium source
(206). The growth of nanotubes occurred through a
dissolution recrystallization process. Poly(ethylene gly-
col) was used to enhance the dissolution of tellurium
powder into water and control the morphology to form
nanotubes. They proposed that formation of tellurium
nanotubes can happen by the combined effect of the
selective adsorption of PEG on different crystal faces of
tellurium and the insufficient feeding of tellurium atoms
or atom clusters for the growth.
The hydrothermal method is an interesting synthetic
protocol in various aspects since it is a low cost,
environmentally friendly technique that can be used on
large area as well as fabrication of many nanostructures.
The low substrate temperature enables this method to
create various nanostructures on temperature sensitive
substrates.
3.5 Galvanic replacement reactions
‘Electroless’ plating is a method introduced by Brenner
and Riddell (207) to describe the spontaneous reduction
of metal ions to metallic particles and films in the absence
of an external electric field. This method has attracted
attention due to its simplicity of operation, cost effec-
tiveness, and it requires only simple equipment. This
method is applicable to make a wide range of metal/
substrate combinations including metal-on-metal, metal-
on-semiconductor, and metal-on-insulator types. This is
particularly important in the area of electronics with
regard to metal deposition on a circuit board, for
example. The process ‘electroless deposition’ includes
three fundamentally different mechanisms such as auto-
catalytic, substrate catalyzed, and galvanic displacement
(immersion) processes in which galvanic displacement
reaction proceeds in an entirely different manner and the
deposition is carried out in the absence of an external
reducing agent. Galvanic replacement reactions are
single-step reactions that work based on the differences
in the standard electrode potentials of various elements,
leading to deposition of the more noble element and
dissolution of the less noble component. The reducing
electrons are derived from the valence band electrons of
the substrate (Fig. 19A). The process will continue as
long as oxidized substrate ions are able to pervade
through the metal film into solution, or until a dielectric
layer of oxidized substrate forms thereby arresting
electron transfer.
A replacement reaction is a basic and simple method to
synthesize nanostructured materials in a number of
different systems. This method has advantages over
other synthetic methods. For example, even though
surfactant-based approaches have been used for prepar-
ing anisotropic nanostructures with smooth surfaces, the
attachment of surfactant molecules present on the surface
are not desirable for many applications. These can
increase electrical resistance when the nanoparticles are
used as conductive components in electronics. On the
other hand, electroless deposition can avoid the use of
surfactant molecules to produce metal nanostructures
with various non-spherical shapes.
A simple method to synthesize nanoplates (Fig. 19B)
of pristine Ag on semiconducting GaAs wafers has been
Fig. 18. (A) SEM image of the octahedral gold nanocrystals. The imaged regions show extensive self-assembled structures. (B)
UV-vis absorption spectra of octahedral nanoparticles of different sizes. Maximum absorbance of the spectra has been
normalized. Reproduced with permission from Reference (204). American Chemical Society Copyright (2008).
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aqueous solution of AgNO3 and GaAs (Equation III). In
a typical synthesis, onto the GaAs wafer that is treated
with aqueous hydrofluoric acid solution, a droplet of
aqueous solution of AgNO3 was placed to initiate the
growth of silver nanostructures (and microstructures) via
the galvanic reaction:
12AgNO3 2GaAs 6H2O
0 12Ag Ga2O3 As2O3 12HNO3: (III)
The morphologies and lateral parameters of Ag nano-
plates can be successfully tuned by suitably adjusting the
concentration of AgNO3. At a high concentration of
AgNO3, an increase in the thickness of the as-grown Ag
nanoplates was observed. In this case, germanium 
germanium bonds in the crystal lattice provides the
electron for the reduction of Ag
  ions in solution,
leading to Ag(s) and subsequent oxidation of Ge(s) into
Ge
4  in a spontaneous redox reaction. The resulting
Ge
4  product, germanium oxide, can be removed easily
as it is soluble in water.
Silver nano-inukshuks (Fig. 19C), an unusual variety
of Ag nanostructures, can be synthesized by immersing n-
type Ge(100) in aqueous AgNO3 solution (209). Silver
nano-inukshuks are formed at concentrations around
10
 3 M of aqueous AgNO3 solution at room tempera-
ture on flat or rough, native oxide-capped germanium
surfaces. The nano-inukshuks had 300 nm diameter
Fig. 19. (A) Schematic of galvanic displacement reaction. (B) SEM image of Ag nanoplates formed on the surface of n-type
(110) GaAs wafer. Reproduced with permission from Reference (208). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2007). (C) Silver
nano-inukshuks prepared by immersing n-type Ge(100) in aqueous AgNO3 solution. Inset shows the close-up view of facets on
the tips of silver metallic nano-inukshuks. Reproduced with permission from Reference (209). American Chemical Society,
Copyright (2005). SEM images of silver (D) (Reproduced with permission from Reference (210). American Chemical Society,
Copyright (2007)) and gold (E) (Reproduced with permission from Reference (211). Institute of Physics, Copyright (2006))
dendrites formed on zinc plates.
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lar to the (111) planes of the silver hexagons. Different Ag
salts such as AgClO4 and Ag(CH3CO2) can also yield
nano-inukshuks. AgSO4 consistently produces more flat
dendritic structures. Inset of Fig. 19C shows the close-up
view of facets on the tips of silver metallic nano-
inukshuks. Through a simple electroless metal deposition
route, gold dendritic nanostructures can be synthesized
using HAuCl4,H 2O, and zinc. The zinc plate was
immersed in the container with HAuCl4 solution, at
room temperature and ambient pressure, resulting in
dendritic nanostructures (Fig. 19E) (210). The same
approach can be extended to make Ag dendritic nanos-
tructures (Fig. 19D) (211).
Galvanic replacement reaction can be used as a
versatile route to make metal nanostructures with con-
trollable hollow interiors and porous walls. The replace-
ment reaction between metal nanoparticle and a salt
precursor containing a relatively less active metal plays
an important role in this type of reaction. This method
has been widely used to produce gold-based hollow
nanostructures with different morphologies including
cubic nanoboxes, cubic nanocages, nanorings, nano-
boxes, single-walled nanotubes, and multiple-walled na-
noshells or nanotubes (212 216). In addition to gold,
hollow platinum and palladium nanostructures have also
been synthesized by using appropriate salt precursors for
the replacement reaction. These hollow and porous metal
nanostructures show fascinating physical and chemical
properties, which can be used for biological applications.
Ag nanocubes with truncated corners undergo replace-
ment reaction, to form pores at the corners by the
addition of Au
3  ions (212). A wet etchant such as
Fe(NO3)3 or NH4OH has been used for the selective
removal of Ag from the Au/Ag alloy nanostructures after
thin layers of Au have been deposited onto the Ag
nanocube surface.
Au-based nanoboxes and nanocages can be synthesized
by a template-engaged hollowing-out mechanism by the
titration of an aqueous suspension of Ag nanocubes with
an aqueous solution of Au
3  (212). Here, the Ag
nanocubes act as a sacrificial template. During this
process, AuCl4
  oxidizes the Ag template to AgCl. This
is highly soluble in water at the elevated reaction
temperature. The electrons generated in the oxidation
process migrate to the Ag nanocube surface, which
reduces Au
3  to Au atoms. The Au atoms can grow
epitaxially over the Ag nanocubes since Au and Ag are
having the same face-centered cubic structure with closely
matched lattice constants. In the initial stage of the
reaction, small pits are generated on the surface of each
nanocube. This allows the ionic species to diffuse
continuously in and out of the oxidation sites. As the
reaction proceeds, this pit evolves into a deep hole, with
Fig. 20. (A) SEM and TEM (inset) images of Au nanocages. Reproduced with permission from Reference (212). American
Chemical Society Copyright (2004). (B) SEM image of the Au nanoframes. Reproduced with permission from Reference (213).
Copyright (2008) Springer. C, E are SEM images, and D, F are TEM images of single-walled nanotube of Au/Ag alloy and
double-walled nanotube of Au/Ag alloy, respectively. Reproduced with permission from Reference (216). Wiley, Copyright
(2008).
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resulting in a seamless nanobox composed of Au/Ag
alloy. Upon adding more amounts of Au
3 , dealloying of
the nanobox happens that leads to the formation of Au-
based nanocages with porous walls (212) (Fig. 20A).
Au nanoframes (213) (Fig. 20B) were obtained in high
yield through a facile galvanic replacement reaction
between Ag nanocubes and AuCl2
 . Cubic nanoframes
of Pd and Fe have also been reported (214). Here, Pd
nanocubes were synthesized by reducing Na2PdCl4 in
ethylene glycol, water, and PVP. The resultant solution
then aged in an oxidizing environment that corroded the
structures to form nanoframes. In the case of iron,
nanoframes were synthesized from the thermal decom-
position of a Fe(II)-stearate complex in the presence of
sodium oleate and oleic acid (215).
The unique combination of the galvanic replacement
reaction and the electroless deposition of Ag can also be
extended to prepare metal nanotubes with single and
multiple walls (Fig. 20C and E). Here, Ag NWs act as the
sacrificial template (216). When Ag NWs were treated
with aqueous solution of Au
3 , the galvanic replacement
reaction generates a tubular sheath of Au, whose
morphology is complementary to that of the Ag NW.
Following the same procedure for multi-walled nano-
shells, coaxial nanotubes with more than two walls can be
synthesized.
3.6 Photochemical synthesis
It has been found that the reduction of metal salt
precursors can also be done by radiolytic and photoche-
mical methods. The main advantages of such a technique
include the reduction of metal ions without using excess
reducing agents. In this case, radiation is absorbed
regardless of light-absorbing solutes and products. Also
the rate of reduction reaction is known, since the number
of reducing equivalents generated by radiation is well
defined. Apart from this, photochemical synthesis does
not require a specific and costly instrument.
Rod-like gold colloids were synthesized by the reduc-
tion gold salt by UV irradiation (217). In this method,
gold salt (AuCl4
 ) binds to the rod-like micelle hexade-
cyltrimethylammonium chloride. The reduction of gold
ion to Au
0 is achieved through photochemical reduction
(lmax 253.7 nm). Synthesis of uniform rods and con-
trolling the aspect ratio is apparently difficult in this
method because an increase in the length of NRs also
increases the concentration of spherical particles. Well-
controlled aspect ratio and uniform NRs were synthe-
sized using a photochemical method suggested by Kim
et al. (218). This method is similar to the electrochemical
method and used concepts from template-assisted synth-
esis. The solution contains a surfactant CTAB and
tetradodecylammonium bromide and precursor HAu-
Cl4.3H2O. The reduction of gold salt is achieved by
photo-irradiation for 30 h (lmax 254 nm, I 420 mW/
cm
2). Acetone and cyclohexane are used for loosening the
micellar structure. The noveltyof this method is in the use
of silver nitrate for controlling the aspect ratio of
the NRs. It is suggested that an increase in the silver
ion concentration leads to a decrease in the aspect ratio
of the NRs; in the absence of silver ion, the number of
spherical particles was predominant.
Using a photochemical route, electrically conductive
CdS NWs have been fabricated on DNA scaffolds. In this
process, UV light was irradiated on a mixture, which
contains cadmium perchlorate (Cd(ClO4)2) and thioace-
tamide (TAA). Obtained NWs were found to be elec-
trically conductive and stable for more than 3 months
without any changes in their optical properties (219).
Crown-shaped platinum nanoparticles can be synthesized
under UV-light irradiation in the presence of fourth
generation NH2-terminated (G4-NH2) PAMAM (poly-
amidoamine) dendrimers. Aggregates of the G4-NH2
PAMAM dendrimers formed in the aqueous solution
served as templates for the formation of such crown-
shaped nanoparticles (220).
A photo-induced method has been reported for
synthesizing large quantities of silver nanoprisms in
high yield in the form of a colloidal suspension (26).
This photo-mediated route has led to a colloid with
distinctive optical properties that directly relate to the
shape. The initial step of the reaction includes the
synthesis of spherical silver particles by the injection of
NaBH4 solution to an aqueous solution of AgNO3 in the
presence of trisodium citrate. Subsequently, as a stabiliz-
ing agent, Bis(p-sulfonatophenyl) phenylphosphine dihy-
drate dipotassium (BSPP) was added drop-wise. The
system is then irradiated with a conventional fluorescent
light. It is possible to tune the edge lengths of these
nanoprisms to 30 120 nm range (221). The growth
process can be controlled using dual-beam illumination
of the nanoparticles, and appears to be driven by surface
plasmon excitations. Depending on the illumination
wavelengths, the plasmon excitations lead the fusion of
nanoprisms. The observed bimodal growth process oc-
curs through an edge-selective particle fusion mechanism,
with four type-1 nanoprisms coming together in step-wise
manner to form a type-2 nanoprism (Fig. 21). Gold
nanorods with controlled aspect ratios have also been
synthesized via a simple photochemical process in the
presence of silver ions. In the photochemical approach, it
has been noted that the amount of Ag
  ions play a
critical role in the formation of NRs with controllable
aspect ratios instead of spherical NPs. The gold nano-
particles of various morphologies such as triangular or
hexagonal shapes can be generated using the photo-
reduction method by mixing Au
3  with sodium oxalate
and a reducing agent in aqueous solution under illumina-
tion of a mercury lamp for more than 10 min. The size of
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mainly depends on the duration of light illumination and
the concentration of sodium oxalate (222).
3.7 Electrochemical synthesis
Electrochemical methods have been widely used
for making various nanoparticles, especially of noble
metals. This technique has many advantages over other
approaches since it has a lower processing temperature,
high-quality products, use of modest equipment, and
low-cost. In 1994, Reetz and Helbig showed that the
electrochemical reduction method can be used for mak-
ing highly size-selective nanoparticles by adjusting the
current density (223). The experimental set-up contains a
two-electrode setup for 50 250 mL electrolyte solutions in
which the sacrificial anode consists of the bulk metal to
be transformed into a metal colloid. In the overall
process, the bulk metal is oxidized at the anode. At the
same time the metal cations migrate to the cathode, and
reduction takes place with the formation of metal colloid
in presence of a stabilizing agent (Scheme 1).
Gold nanocubes of uniform size can be synthesized by
anelectrochemicalmethodusingasurfactantsolutionand
acetone (224). A two-electrode set-up can be used for this
synthesis. The experimental set-up contains a gold plate
and a platinum plate as the anode and cathode, respec-
tively. These electrodes were placed vertically face-to-face
inside the cell, which were separated by Teflon spacers. An
aqueous solution of CTAB and a much more hydrophobic
cationic co-surfactant tetradecyltrimethylammonium bro-
mide were used as the growth solution. Apart from this,
acetone was also added during the growth reaction. The
electrolysis was carried out by constant ultrasonication,
which resulted in the formation of Au nanocubes. During
thereaction,goldattheanodewasoxidizedtogoldcations,
which is then migrated to the cathode where reduction
occurs with the formation of gold adatoms (Fig. 22A).
These adatoms were trapped by the surfactant to form
nanocubes(Fig.22B).Thesurfactantastheelectrolyteand
the stabilizer is generally regarded as a micelle template to
control the size and shape of the nanoparticles. It was
found that the shape of the gold nanoparticles can be
changed by altering the rate of injection of acetone. At a
lower concentration of acetone, spherical nanoparticles
Fig. 21. The bimodal growth of Ag nanoprisms. (a) TEM image of a sample of Ag nanoprisms formed using single-beam
excitation; inset, histograms used to characterize the size distribution as bimodal. B and C are the TEM images of nanoprism
stacks showing that nanoprisms have nearly identical thicknesses. (d) Schematic diagram of the proposed light-induced fusion
growth of Ag nanoprisms. Reproduced with permission from Reference (26). American Association for the Advancement of
Science, Copyright (2001).
Anode:                                Mbulk M
n++ ne–
Cathode: M
n++ ne–+ stabilizer Mcoll/stabilizer
Mbulk+ stabilizer Mcoll/stabilizer
Scheme 1. Electrochemical synthesis metal colloids.
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Citation: Nano Reviews 2011, 2: 5883 - DOI: 10.3402/nano.v2i0.5883were formed. The UV-vis absorption spectra (Fig. 22C) of
gold nanostructures were red-shifted as the amount of
acetone injected was increased.
Gold nanorods have been synthesized via an electro-
chemical method using a simple two-electrode cell (225).
Here, a gold metal plate is used as the anode and a
platinum plate is used as the cathode. These electrodes are
immersed in an electrolytic solution consisting of a
cationic surfactant, CTAB, and a rod-inducing co-
surfactant, resulting in the formation of GNRs. Using a
standard three-electrode cell with a potentiostat, a
platinum foil counter electrode and a saturated calomel
electrode, platinum nanothorns were synthesized electro-
chemically at room temperature (226). Here, platinum
nanothorns (Fig. 23) were electrodeposited on glassy
carbon substrate in 2 mM K2PtCl6 and 0.5 M H2SO4
solution by applying a square wave potential between  
0.20 and 0.80 V at 10 Hz for 20 min.
Single-crystalline Ag dendrites can be fabricated on the
Ni/Cu substrate by using a templateless, surfactantless,
electrochemical method (227, 228). The morphology and
geometry of the Ag particles were controlled by the
applied potential. When the potential was decreased from
 0.4 to  2.0 V, the morphology of the resulting product
was changed from Ag polyhedrons to Ag dendrites. These
dendrites grow preferentially along the (232) directions in
a fractal mode.
3.8 Template-mediated synthesis
In recent years, the template-mediated method has
become one of the most popular methods for the
fabrication of 1D nanostructures with uniform size and
controllable physical dimensions. This method has some
obvious advantages over other methods such as easy
fabrication (can be done in normal atmosphere), low
cost, high-through-put, and adaptability to various
compositions of materials (229 232). In this method,
nanoporous polycarbonate or alumina is used as a
template. The protocol is based on electrochemical
deposition of metals such as Au in the template structure.
To begin with, a small quantity of Ag or Cu is sputtered
on the template in order to make a conductive film for
electrodeposition. Thereafter, Au is electrochemically
deposited on the conductive alumina template. The
conductive film, based on Ag or Cu and the template,
is removed by selective dissolution in the presence of a
polymeric stabilizer (e.g. PVP). Finally, NRs are dis-
persed either in water or organic medium by means of
sonication. Fig. 24 describes the template-mediated
synthesis for the GNRs.
Fig. 22. (A) Schematics of the electrochemical set-up used for the synthesis of gold nanocubes. (B) TEM images of gold
nanocubes. Inset shows a SAED pattern taken from any individual nanocube by directing the electron beam perpendicular onto
one of its square faces. (C) UV-vis absorption spectra of various gold nanoparticles obtained with different injection rates of
acetone. Reproduced with permission from Reference (224). American Institute of Physics, Copyright (2008).
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using this method by controlling the pore size of the
template (233). Likewise, the length of the NRs is
controlled by controlling the amount of gold deposited
in the template (234).
4. Properties of anisotropic nanoparticles
The physical and chemical properties of nanoparticles
depend on the type of motion its electrons can execute,
whichisdictatedbythedegreeoftheirspatialconfinement.
The optical properties of colloidal nanoparticles in the
UV-vis-NIR spectral range are mainly determined by the
so-called localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPRs)
(77, 235, 236). The optical features such as absorption,
peak width, and so on depend on the shape, size,
composition, surface charge, interparticle interactions,
surface-adsorbed species, and the refractive index of the
surrounding medium (237). Noble metal NRs are better
examples to demonstrate the shape-dependent LSPR
properties.Theopticalspectrumofrod-shapedanisotropic
nanoparticles does not show only one well-defined reso-
nancepeakasin thecaseof nanospheres. Theyexhibit two
bands in the vis-NIR spectral range. Theoretical studies
suggest that the band near 530 nm is due to transverse
LSPR, which is polarized across (corresponding to elec-
tron oscillation perpendicular to) the long axis of the NR,
and the other one, appearing at a longer wavelength, has
been assigned to a longitudinal LSPR mode, which is
polarized along (parallel to) the long axis. For other
anisotropic nanoparticles such as disks and triangular
prisms, theLSPRsaretypicallysplit intodistinctive dipole
and quadrupole plasmon modes (238).
The plasmonic coupling between nanostructures in
their assemblies gives rise to characteristic changes in
the UV-vis spectrum. Unlike spherical nanoparticles,
depending on the type of interaction, specific peaks
change to different extent depending on the type of
interaction.
The localized electromagnetic field surrounding the
metal nanoparticles, generated by the excitation at their
LSPR, is the direct consequence of the polarization
associated with the collective oscillation of their electrons.
In the case of a spheroid, the field enhancement will be
higher at the tip (240, 241). Anisotropic metal nanopar-
ticles show ‘lightning-rod effect’, another kind of field
enhancement refers to an enhanced charge density
localization at a tip or vertex of a nanoparticle. When
an electromagnetic field (e.g. laser light) excites the free
electrons of a metallic tip, a highly localized, strong
electric field develops at these sharp tip or vertex with
large curvatures, leading to large field enhancement in
those regions (242, 243). This is the reason for the high
SERS activity of an anisotropic nanoparticle.
The large surface area of anisotropic nanoparticles
influences its chemical reactivity. It has been found that
the rate of photochemical reaction of the molecules
adsorbed on Ag nanoparticle can be controlled by the
surface geometry of nanoparticles (244). During galvanic
replacement reaction between nanoparticles and metal
ions, shape anisotropy plays an important role in their
chemical reactivity (245, 246).
Fig. 23. SEM images of platinum nanothorns. (a) Large area SEM image; (b) high magniﬁcation SEM image of a platinum
nanothorn; (c) side view of a nanothorn; (c) top view of a nanothorn. The scale bar in (b), (c), and (d) is 100 nm. Reproduced
with permission from Reference (226). Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright (2006).
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can enhance its catalytic activity. Large surface areas for a
given quantity of materials make them good for adsorp-
tion at specific sites. Studies on the platinum nanoparticles
showed enhanced and selective catalytic activities for
different morphologies compared to spherical nanoparti-
cles (247, 248). Increasing the number of edges, crystal-
lographic facets, corners, and faces are of critical
importance in controlling the catalytic activity and
selectivity of metal nanoparticles. It has been shown that
cubic Pd nanoparticles had higher turnover frequencies
compared to their spherical counterparts for the hydro-
genation of butyne-1,4-diol and of styrene oxide (249).
5. Assembly of anisotropic nanostructures
Many of the properties of nanomaterials cannot be used
for fruitful applications without assembling them prop-
erly. For spherical particles, since the interactions are the
same in all directions, the collective effect and the
resultant property of the assembly will be the same;
only the extent of effect will vary depending upon the
dimensionality of the assembly. But in the case of
anisotropic nanoparticles, the inherent anisotropy makes
the assembly and the interactions between nanoparticles
direction-dependent. Various parameters play an impor-
tant role in assembling nanoparticles in an ordered
manner, without the formation of complex 3D aggre-
gates. An overview of assemblies of various nanostruc-
tures and various forces inducing such assemblies has
been presented in the following section.
5.1 Assembly of gold nanorods
Crystal structure has a crucial role in determining the
assembly of nanoparticles. The surface structure of
spherical gold nanoparticles are isotropic, mostly con-
sisting of either (111) or (100) planes. The surface
structure of GNRs is well studied (Fig. 25A and B)
(170, 171). The side-faces of GNR are composed of (110)
and the tips are composed of either (111) or (100). So, by
the attachment of CTAB on to (110) due to its affinity,
the conventionally less stable (110) gets extra stability
and, hence, this facet becomes prominent in GNRs. Also
the CTAB bilayer coverage on the side-faces will be
thicker. Since CTAB has a lesser affinity to (111)/(100)
faces, the amount of it present on the tip is lesser
compared to the side-faces. Fig. 25B shows a lattice
resolved image of a GNR showing the specific planes.
Due to the anisotropic crystal structure and the
resultant difference in surface reactivity, anisotropic
nanoparticles can be selectively functionalized to bring
forth specific interactions between the constituent nanos-
tructures giving different types of assembled structures.
The amount of CTAB covering being less in the end-
faces, functionalizing this facet is easy and specific
functionalization of the end-faces can trigger the inter-
action of ends of NRs resulting in their end-to-end
assembly. Another kind of interaction possible is in which
the sides of the NRs are interacting with each other. The
removal of CTAB from the side-faces comprising of (110)
facet is considered to be difficult (the free energy of
bilayer stabilization between CTAB molecules is found to
be approximately 6 kJ/mol per two methylene groups). So
functionalization of this face is done through rigorous
procedures. This functionalization results in the side-to-
Fig. 24. (A and B) FESEM images of an alumina membrane. (C) Schematic representation of the successive stages during
formation of GNRs via the template method. (D) TEM micrographs of GNRs obtained by the template method. Reproduced
with permission from Reference (234). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2000).
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different kinds of resultant assembly are depicted in
Fig. 25C. It has been proven that a side-by-side assembly
leads to a blue shift in the UV-vis spectrum whereas the
end-to-end assembly gives rise to a red-shift (252). The
extent of shift in the spectra depends on the extent of
assembly also. In a 2D or 3D assembly where multiple
interactions can be there, the resultant shift can be a
combination of all these interactions.
When assembly happens without any external aid, it is
called self-assembly. The GNRs are known to self-
assemble under optimum conditions like concentration,
pH, ionic strength, and so on. Self-assembly can be
modified by controlling the interactions between the con-
stituents. This is usually done by regulating the environ-
mental conditions such as pH and ionic strength. This is
often referred to as ‘programmed self-assembly’. Chemi-
cal modifications or functionalization are usually done in
order to control the assembly. Surface-functionalized
GNRs, with specific molecular groups can lead to
precisely controlled self-assembled structures. It is gen-
erally observed that programmed self-assembly with
functionalized NRs can be an efficient means of nano-
fabrication owing to its simplicity, versatility, and low
cost. But this method normally provides ordered struc-
tures with a lesser area, and do not allow us to control
over the design or interparticle distance in the NR
architecture. The manipulation of the assembly after
initiation is also very difficult normally. But with the
advent of new techniques andwith abetter understanding
of the system, these limitations are slowlygetting negated.
Depending upon the functionalizing molecule, the as-
sembly can be formed through awide variety of operating
forces. The operating forces can be covalent, hydrogen
bonding, electrostatic, biochemical interaction, van der
Waals and dipole interactions, and so on. A brief
discussion about different kinds of assemblies reported
is presented in the following section.
5.1.1 Self-assembly of gold nanorods upon solvent
evaporation
Since GNRs are covered with a stabilizing bilayer of
CTAB, the suspension gets stabilized devoid of any
tendency to aggregate due to the electrostatic repulsion
between the head groups of CTAB on adjacent rods. But,
when the excess surfactant is removed by centrifugation
and the conditions like concentration, pH, ionic strength,
and so on are optimum, there can be a situation where
Fig. 25. (A) Schematic of a single GNR. (B) HRTEM showing the different crystal planes and lattice structure. (C) Schematic
showing the different ways of arranging the NRs.
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hydrophobic hydrophobic interaction between the CTAB
tails. This will facilitate the assembly of NRs where the
distancebetweentheNRsdependsonthecompensationof
the above-mentioned interactions. So, upon solvent eva-
poration, the NRs tend to assemble at an optimum
distance between each other where all the forces are
compensated. One of the first attempts to study the self-
assembly of GNRs was by Nikoobakht et al. in
2000 (250). Electrochemically prepared GNRs (aspect
ratio 4.6) were centrifuged at 14,000 rpm and were
resuspended in water. It was diluted to an optical density
of 1.5-1.7. Drop-casting of a 1:1 solution containing the
above suspension and 0.1 M NaCl solution on the TEM
gridwasdoneinthewayshownintheinsetofFig.26.Upon
solvent evaporation, they got long range 1, 2, and 3D
Fig. 26. Electron micrograph showing the border of the self-assemblies. The thickness increases from top to bottom. The inset
shows a magniﬁed part of an assembly. Scheme of the deposition method is also shown in the ﬁgure. Reproduced with
permission from Reference (250). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2000).
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Factorsthat canaffecttheassemblywerealsostudied.The
effect of free surfactant concentration, ionic strength,
particle concentration, particle shape, size distribution,
and the position of the grid in the solution were looked at.
The formation of assembly in the interface was
explained by a theory originally explained by Dimitrov
and Nagayama (251) According to this theory, the lateral
immersion and/or capillary forces may be one of the main
factors causing the self-assembly of particles confined in
thin films. The operating force is believed to be dependent
upon the interparticle separation, particle radius, and
surface tension of the liquid and the corresponding
meniscus deformation around the participating particles.
The self-assembly process involves the convective transfer
of particles from the bulk solution to the thin film due to
the evaporation of solvent from thin film and the
interaction between the colloidal particles in the thin
film that lead to the formation of assembled structures.
The driving force for the convective transfer is the
evaporation of water from the film. One explanation
given to the parallel assembly of NRs is that the higher
capillary forces along the length of the NRs compared to
those along the width. Lateral capillary forces are
proportional to R
2, where R is the diameter of the
particle. So, there is anisotropy in the interaction between
the NRs and it may be an important driving force for the
parallel assembly.
Later it was found that the removal of excess CTAB
and at appropriate NR concentrations, they self-assemble
without the addition of electrolyte (252). Large aspect
ratio GNRs form liquid crystalline assembly when the
as-prepared rods are centrifuged to remove the associated
spherical particles and were redispersed in an optimum
concentration of CTAB (1 100 mM). The assembly was
proved using UV-vis and small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) measurements. With the same aspect ratio
GNRs, different kinds of assemblies were found at
different places on the grid. The reason behind this may
be the difference in local concentrations created by
inhomogeneities of the thin solvent film before the
complete evaporation of water, creating unsymmetrical
sections on the grid. The interparticle distance between
the NRs was also found to be varying. This was explained
to be due to the involvement of CTAB in facilitating this
kind of assembly. When the solvent was evaporated,
CTAB draw the nanocrystals closer and can either share
a common layer or can interdigitate CTAB tails
from neighboring nanocrystals. Therefore, the distance
between the nanocrystals was found to be varying. Here,
CTAB can act both as the protecting agent as well as the
‘glue’, facilitating the assembly. Self-assembly being a
natural process may not have perfect long range order. As
explained earlier, this can be overcome in assemblies by
functionalizing the NRs in a desired manner.
5.1.2 Assembly involving biological interaction and
biorecognition
In biology almost all functional entities are assembled
structures. The operating forces in biology are very
specific. Such interactions have been utilized to assemble
GNRs. One of the first efforts in this direction was done
by Dujardin et al. (253). The NRs were functionalized
with thiolated DNAs in two different ways. In one case,
two non-complementary strands of DNA were immobi-
lized on the surface of two batches of GNRs. When they
were mixed, no assembly was formed. But a third strand,
half complementary to each of the grafted sequences,
induced hybridization. In the second case, two directly
complementary strands of thiolated DNA were anchored
on to GNR. When they were mixed, through bio-
recognition between the complementary pairs, an assem-
bly was formed. Fig. 27A and B shows the TEM images
of the assembled structures and the associated UV-vis
spectral changes during the assembly (Fig. 27C and D).
The GNRs, surface-functionalized with mercaptoalk-
yloligonucleotide, were assembled preferentially in an
end-to-end fashion by the addition of a target oligonu-
cleotide (254). Here, the thiol groups in the mercaptoalk-
yloligonucleotide binds to the ends of the NRs, which
further assembles in an end-to-end fashion through
hybridization with the target oligonucleotide. Oriented
assembly of GNRs in solution by a biomolecular
recognition system, where antigens specifically bind to
antibodies was reported by Chang et al. (255). Thioctic
acid (TA) was used as a binding agent in this work. The
TA molecules were made to self-assemble onto GNRs.
The rigid conformation of TA containing a disulfide and
a ring structure facilitates the preferential binding of TA
molecules to the ends of GNRs. The TA monolayer
containing a terminal carboxyl group at the end surface
of GNR opens up conjugation with various immunoglo-
bulins (Ig), or other biomolecules. A similar approach to
detect a protein like IgG was demonstrated by Wang
et al. (256). They reported an enhanced detection limit of
60 ng mL
 1 compared to that reported based on
spherical gold nanoparticles, with a detection limit of
0.1 mgm L
 1. They observed aggregation of GNRs,
oriented preferentially in a lateral (side-to-side) fashion,
driven by the bio-recognition process. This was reflected
in the LSPR bands. This makes them extremely sensitive
reporters of molecular binding events with excellent
biosensing capability. In principle, this method may be
extended to act as a platform for using GNRs with
various aspect ratios to develop multi-plex assays for the
detection of molecular binding events (256).
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common and strong non-covalent interactions known in
biology. This interaction was utilized for the preferential
end-to-end assemblies of GNRs. The GNRs were surface-
functionalizedwith biotin disulfide and upon the addition
of streptavidin linker; they assembled preferentially in an
end-to-end fashion (256). Recently, Wang et al. reported a
simple andversatile approach for the end-to-end assembly
of GNRs through the specific molecular recognition
between thymine rich (T-rich) oligonucleotides and mer-
cury (II). Because of the specificity of the oligonucleotide,
the process was found to be highly selective (258).
5.1.3 Assembly involving covalent bonding
The interactions between Au NRs and a,v-alkanedithiols
of varying chain lengths leading to the longitudinal
assembly of GNRs was investigated using absorption
spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy by
Shibu Joseph et al. (259). The mechanism of the end-to-
end assembly was investigated as well. They observed a
decrease in the longitudinal plasmon absorption after the
addition of dithiols. Simultaneously, a new red-shifted
band appeared above the critical concentrations of
dithiols due to the interplasmon coupling in assembled
NRs. Below this concentration, no appreciable change
was observed indicating that no assembly happens below
this concentration. At the incubation step, one of the thiol
groups of a,v-alkanedithiols preferentially binds onto
the edges of the NRs, leaving the other thiol group free.
Above the critical concentration, through the inter-
locking of NRs, the latter become initially dimers and
subsequently oligomers, which results in longitudinal
inter-plasmon coupling. This happens through the cova-
lent binding of two thiol groups to form a disulphide. A
clear isosbestic point was observed in the time-dependent
absorption spectrum and TEM investigations proved the
Fig. 27. TEM images of bundles of DNA-linked GNRs. (A) The three-strand (B) two-strand DNA linking systems. UV-vis
spectra of (C) a suspension of non-complementary DNA functionalized NRs and (D) the two-strand NR system before (*) and
after () duplexation at 258C. Reproduced with permission from Reference (253). Royal Society of Chemistry, London,
Copyright (2001).
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of the dimerization step in the chain-up process. The
study revealed that the process is not diffusion controlled
but activation controlled with large activation energy
(259).
5.1.4 Assembly through hydrogen bonding
The formation of cooperative intermolecular hydrogen
bonding between two thioacids anchored on to the
end-faces of GNRs were utilized to precisely control
the longitudinal assembly and modulate the plasmon
coupling. It was found that the plasmonic positions can
be modulated by the concentration of thioacids added
into the mixture. As the concentration increased, the
plasmon shifted to a higher and higher wavelength. This
approach for connecting nanomaterials into desired
shapes can be useful in tuning optoelectronic properties
(260). Recently, Ni et al. investigated hydrogen-bonding-
directed assembly of GNRs in aqueous solution (261).
The mechanism behind the formation of end-to-end
assembly of GNRs modified with bi-functional linking
molecules was probed experimentally and theoretically.
5.1.5 Assembly through electrostatic forces
Electrostatic forces are one of the most common forces
operating in the living world and in assemblies. Electro-
static interactions between the amino acids anchored
onto the gold nanorod surfaces were utilized to assemble
NRs (262). Two amino acids, namely cysteine and
glutathione containing thiol moieties, when added into
Fig. 28. (A) Schematic of the general mechanism of GNR nanochain formation due to electrostatic interaction due to cysteine
and glutathione. Reprinted with permission from Reference (262). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2005).
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faces and because of the electrostatic interaction between
the aminoacids, a preferential longitudinal assembly gets
formed (Fig. 28). This results in the red-shift of the LSP.
The change in the plasmonic characteristics was used for
the specific detection of cysteine and glutathione in the
micromolar concentrations in the presence of other
aminoacids. Zhang et al. reported the assembling of
bipyramids and rods into different types of nanoneck-
laces using a similar approach (263).
For a particular concentration of assembly-inducing
agents, the time-dependent shift in LSP was constant and
was not controllable in any of the reports discussed
above. A more controllable fabrication of GNRs in which
the shift in the LSP can be stopped at the desired point to
get a stable suspension with desired absorption regime
was reported by Kawamura et al. (264). They found that
the addition of sodium citrate into GNRs results in the
gradual red-shift of LSP, which can be stopped at any
point simply by the addition of CTAB into the reaction
mixture. Added citrate anions get adsorbed onto the end-
faces of GNRs preferentially, and will neutralize the
surface charge of the GNR ends that results in the end-
to-end assembly of the GNRs. Gold nanorods with an
aspect ratio of 16 were found to be assembling in an end-
to-end fashion upon decreasing the CTAB concentration
Fig. 29. TEM images taken in the (A) low MAG and (B) MAG I modes of the same area, showing self-assembly of NRs,
induced by DMSA. Different self-assembled structures obtained at different concentration of DMSA; (C) a parallel assembly of
NRs leading to a tape-like structure; (D) high-magniﬁcation image of perpendicularly oriented assembly showing the hexagonal
nature of the rods, (E) circular structures and bent tapes; and (F) magniﬁed portion of the same assembly showing the staggered
conﬁguration of NRs in the same plane. The NRs in the top layer (circled) are located in the grooves of the bottom layer. (G)
and (H) High magniﬁcation images showing the spacing between the NR in a monolayer. TEM images of 3D superstructures
formed by (I) perpendicular orientation and (J) parallel orientation with respect to substrate. (K) Schematic showing the
mechanism of the self-assembly. (L) Cartoonic representation of various superstructures formed from Au NRs in the presence of
different concentrations of DMSA. Reprinted from Reference (266). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2008).
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centration, the assembled GNRs were welded at their
connecting points (264).
A pH-dependent self-assembly of GNRs of aspect ratio
3.390.3 (20.695.5 nm width) into ordered structures
using adipic acid was reported by Orendorff et al. (265).
Here, the electrostatic interactions between the cationic
surfactant bilayer around the NRs and the negatively
charged deprotonated adipic acid results in the pH-
dependent self-assembly of NRs into 2D ordered struc-
tures. A similar method was adopted by Sreeprasad et al.
(266) to assemble GNRs into 1, 2, and 3D super-
structures (Fig. 29). They found that the addition of
dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) into the NR solution
was found to induce self-assembly of the latter to 1D
‘tape-like’,2 D‘sheet-like’, and 3D ‘superlattice-like’
structures depending on the DMSA concentration. A
smectic structure where the NR long axes are parallel to
each other was found to be followed all through the
assembly. The effect of the DMSA concentration as well
as the pH of the medium was also studied. The UV-vis
spectral changes were visible immediately after the
addition of DMSA into the NR solution. The peak
position was found to be stable (after the initial shift)
even after 24 h of incubation. A gradual shift was
observed for LSP while TSP remained unchanged. The
red-shift continued to increase as the concentration of
DMSA in the solution increases. The width of LSP was
also found to increase slightly. At lower concentrations, a
longitudinal assembly formed that changed to lateral
assembly upon increase of DMSA concentration. As the
concentration was increased, the assembly changed from
1D ‘tape-like’ to 2D ‘sheet-like’ and finally to 3D
‘superlattice-like’ structures. At certain places the NRs
were found to be arranging perpendicular to the substrate
(TEM grids). Assembly was not observed at lower pH,
lesser than the pKa of DMSA, where they are not ionized
and hence cannot facilitate the assembly. On the basis of
several control experiments utilizing similar molecules,
charge neutralization of the NRs by the carboxylic group
of DMSA was found to be the principal reason for such
an assembly, while the mercapto groups render additional
stability to its structure. A mechanistic model of the
assembly was also proposed (266).
5.1.6 Gold nanorod assembly involving van der Waals
and dipole interaction
The GNRs, which are hydrophilic in nature, can be made
hydrophobic by treating with mercaptopropyltrime-
thoxysilane (MPS) and subsequently octadecyltrimethox-
ysilane (ODS). Mitamura et al. found that such
hydrophobic NRs can be arranged into well-ordered 2D
or 3D structures on a substrate by solvent evaporation
(267). The hydrophobization was done in three steps: (1)
binding MPS onto the NRs, (2) hydrolysis of methox-
ysilanes, and (3) immobilization of ODS by dehydration
condensation through which a hydrophobic covering was
created on the NR surface. Two-dimensional assemblies
were dependent on the concentration of the NRs. At a
low concentration, the NRs assembled parallel to the
substrate, whereas they stood on the substrate at a high
concentration (Fig. 30). In vertical assembly of the NRs,
they arranged in a hexagonal array. When the NRs were
in solid state, it was observed that they formed a 3D
assembly, where the GNRs were arranged in a hexagonal
close-packed structure by their side-by-side interaction
leading to a lamellar structure over small regions. The
assembly was believed to be initiated by the interaction
between NRs caused by the induced dipole moment, in
addition to the steric hindrance. The induced dipole
moment that gets generated by the instantaneous polar-
ization or fluctuation of electron density in the NR
induces oppositely directed polarization in the adjacent
NRs. This results in the generation of a dipole dipole
interaction between adjacent NRs. Since the induced
dipole moments can be more effectively compensated in
the side-by-side interaction, this leads to an assembly that
is preferentially side-by-side. A surface-directed, lateral or
Fig. 30. TEM images of assemblies of hydrophobic GNRs arranged (A) parallel (B) perpendicular to substrate. Reprinted with
permission from Reference (267). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2007).
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Nakashima et al. (268). A peptide called 1,2-dipalmi-
toyl-sn-glycero-3- phosphothioethanol (DPPTE) was
synthesized, and anchored onto GNR surface. The self-
assembled superstructures of the complex were depen-
dent on the drying method and the hydrophilic or
hydrophobic nature of the Si surface. The GNR-DPPTE
complex formed characteristic 1D and 2D self-assemblies
induced by intermolecular interactions of surface-an-
chored lipids via a controlled drying process. The
combination of solvent evaporation from the sample
drop and interfacial hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity led
to a variety of self-assembled features. A pH-dependent
reversible end-to-end assembly of GNRs functionalized
with disulfide-modified poly(L-glutamic acid) was
reported by Walker and Gupta (269). The changes were
induced by changes in the secondary conformation of the
peptide with changes in pH.
Recently, through bis(terpyridine) metal connectivity,
GNRs were assembled, disassembled, and reassembled
by Chan et al. (270). Using ((disulfide-modified
terpyridine)2 M(II)) (M Fe or Cd) interconnectors,
end-to-end linear and branched assembly of GNRs into
multi-component structures were made. The prepared
((terpyridine)2 M(II) complexes were unstable in basic
conditions and hence the addition of NaOH resulted in
disassembly. When the metal used for assembly was Cd,
which forms labile complexes with bis(terpyridine), the
assembly was found to be labile. In the presence of small
concentrations of Cd, assemblies get formed. In the
presence of excess Cd(II) ions they disassemble. When
Fe(II) was added into this disassembled system, they
again reassembled into end-to-end chains. This assembly
can be again disassembled by a mere change in pH as
mentioned above (270).
5.1.7 Assembly on templates
The GNRs have been arranged over templates as well.
The first work in this direction was done by Correa-
Duarte et al. (271). They have used multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWNT) as templates. They first interchanged
the CTAB covering on GNRs with PVP. The MWNTs
were coated with a polyelectrolyte, mainly polystyrene
sulfonate (PSS), followed by PDDA. This wrapping
produces adsorption sites on the carbon nanotube
(CNTs) on which GNRs can get deposited electrostati-
cally. This resulted in a preferential end-to-end assembly
of GNRs forming a string-like alignment (Fig. 31). The
resulting nanocomposites showed broadened absorption
features, because of the end-to-end plasmon coupling
between neighboring NRs in the string-like alignment.
They also proved that these NRs can serve as a label to
monitor the alignment of carbon nanotubes within
polymer films (271, 272).
Rings of nanorods, where the drying droplet acts as the
template, was demonstrated by Khanal and Zubarev
(273). They described a simple and quantitative method
to form rings of GNRs. A spontaneous assembly of
hybrid gold/polymer core-shell NRs into ring-like arrays
was seen where the rings are templated by water droplets
that condense on the surface of non-polar solvents from
humid air (273).
A solution phase method for assembling NRs into a
hexagonal pattern using microgels was reported by
Kumar et al. (274). The GNR-coated poly(N-isopropyl
acrylamide) (PNIPAm) microgels were synthesized. Here,
microgels were loaded with CTAB-coated gold nanopar-
ticles of 4 5 nm size, which were used as seed particles
and GNRs were synthesized via seed-mediated growth
method. By this method, the required population of NRs
on the microgels was achieved (Fig. 32A and B). These
NR-loaded microgels were allowed to self-assemble and
they formed a hexagonal pattern (Fig. 32C and D).
Similar experiments were done with nanoparticle-coated
or prefabricated NR-coated microgels, which did not give
such hexagonal patterns because of the reduced number
density of the nanoparticles. The interpenetration and
interlocking of the NR structures were thought to be the
reason for the formation of these patterns (274). The
affinity of NRs for PNIPAm-based microgels allows their
sequestering by cationic, anionic, and close-to-neutral-
state microgels as reported by Das et al. (275). They made
Fig. 31. TEM images of Au NRs (average aspect ratio 2.94), assembled on MWNTs (average diameter 30 nm) at various
magniﬁcations. Reproduced with permission from Reference (271). Wiley-VCH, Copyright (2005).
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by adjusting the pH of the solution. The GNR got
sequestered independent of the charge of the microgel
when added into the above solution. Their results suggest
that electrostatic interactions alone are not governing the
loading of microgels with NRs. By the assembly of GNRs
on silica particles using electrostatic interaction and
subsequent coating of silica with controllable thickness
were made by Wang et al. (276).
5.1.8 Assembly on substrates
Highly aligned Au NRs grown directly on a NH2-
functionalized Si (100) were reported by Mieszawska
et al. (277). A remarkable degree of parallel alignment is
observed over large areas. They did not find any
arrangement when similar reaction was done on amor-
phous glass. But since the alignment direction changes
throughout the sample showing no direct correlation with
the arrangement of Si atoms, they concluded that the
crystallinity of the substrate is not the critical factor of
the assembly. The mechanism of the assembly is still not
well understood. The alignment was not observed on
mercaptopropyltri-methoxysilane (MPTMS)- and ami-
nopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)-functionalized or bare
Si(100). This indicates that surface chemistry plays a
major role, but the role of the amidation reaction on the
alignment is not clear. Surface hydrophobicity does not
affect the alignment that was evident since acetic and
succinic acid surfaces both showed alignment (277).
Honda et al. showed end-to-end alignment of phospha-
tidylcholine-passivated GNRs adsorbed on polyanion-
modified glass substrates (277). A patterned silicon
substrate with hydrophobic stripes was successfully
applied for growing gold NR superlattices by Zhang
and Imae (279). The formation of perpendicular super-
lattices was also possible through this method. The
substrate surface was found to be a crucial factor for
the assembly. The NRs should be either positively
attracted or not repelled by hydrophobic surfaces for
forming a well-defined assembly. When the silicon sub-
strate was hydrophilic, NRs preferred to stay in the
solvent. The uniformity of particles without shape
Fig. 32. (A) and (B) TEM images of the GNR-PNIPAm composite. (C) Large-area image of the hexagonal pattern with defect
sites marked with dashed circles. (D) Higher magniﬁcation image of the one cell of hexagonal pattern conﬁrming that the
anisotropic structures sitting on the microgels are GNRs. Reproduced with permission from Reference (274). American
Chemical Society, Copyright (2008).
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directly grow end-to-end assembled structures on a
substrate into long chains attached on top of a mixed
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) that has been functio-
nalized with streptavidin was reported by Zareie et al.
(280). They were able to get assemblies that extend over a
micrometer in length with 5 nm inter-rod separation.
5.1.9 Assembling by polymer tethering
Fava et al. (281) and Nie et al. (282, 283) reported a new
way of self-organizing GNRs into a predefined pattern by
attaching multiple polymer arms termed as ‘pom-
poms’ (281 283). In the DMF/water mixtures, NRs end-
terminated with polystyrene (PS) molecules self-
assembling into higher order structures. The ordering is
determined by the length and distribution of PS mole-
cules between the ends of NRs and the longitudinal facet
of NRs. The assembly was controlled by changing the
structure of the polymer pom-poms. The variation in the
molecular weight of the polymer molecules and their
relative location with respect to the long side of the NRs
resulted in different kinds of NR assemblies namely
bundles, bundled chains, and chains involving side-by-
side and end-to-end assembly. The change from one form
to another can also be controlled by changing the
concentration of water in the system. They found that
the evolution of self-assembled structures of GNRs end
terminated with polystyrene molecules takes place
through competition between side-to-side and end-
to-end assembly. Different solubilities of the polysty-
rene and the CTAB-coated metal blocks in the solvent
mixture give rise to this competition. Tendency toward
side-to-side aggregation was found to be dominant over
most of the compositional range. At high DMF or water
content and at very low THF/DMF weight ratios, this
tendency gets reduced significantly (281 283).
5.1.10 Layer-by-layer assembly of gold nanorods into
gold nanorod films
A strategy for assembling GNRs into 2D arrays at a
water/hexane interface without the aid of any linker
molecule was reported by Yun et al. (284). In this
method, the film thickness can be controlled system-
atically and they obtained aggregates of GNRs with a
relatively clean surface with controlled NR density.
Hydrophilic nanoparticles have a contact angle of
B908 at a water/hexane interface and will be suspended
in the aqueous phase. But the particles tended to adsorb
to the water/hexane interface when their contact angle is
approximately equal to 908. A medium having high
dielectric constant can separate the charged particles
from each other. When a miscible solvent with a lower
dielectric constant is added into this, the dielectric
constant of the medium gets decreased. The surface
charge of the particles also decreases progressively as a
function of the amount of the miscible solvent added.
Upon the addition of ethanol to water/hexane interface,
the surface charge density of the nanoparticles decreases.
So the nanoparticles are brought to the interface. The
driving force for the entrapment of nanoparticles is the
reduction in interfacial energy at the water/oil interface
upon the reduction of the dielectric constant of water.
The thickness-dependent SERS of the adsorbed mole-
cules on this NR films were studied and found that NR
films have an order of magnitude stronger SERS
enhancement than the nanosphere films under similar
experimental conditions (284).
5.1.11 Gold nanorod assembly by surface anchored
crown ethers
Assembly of GNRs end functionalized with crown ethers
and initiated by the addition of specific metal ions was
reported by Nakashima et al. (285). Two thiol-modified
crown ethers, 2-((6-mercaptohexyl)oxy)methyl-15-crown-
5 (15-crown-5-SH) and 2-((6-mercaptohexyl)oxy)methyl-
12-crown-4 (12-crown-4-SH) were synthesized. These
were added to the purified NR solutions upon which
the crown ethers get attached covalently onto the end-
faces of the NR through the thiol moieties. Addition of
specific metal ions corresponding to the anchored crown
ethers resulted in the assembly of NRs. The structure of
the GNR aggregates, assembled side-to-side and end-to-
end, was found to be dependent on the concentrations of
crown ethers and cations added. Corresponding changes
were observed in the absorption spectrum as well. The
longitudinal absorption intensity of the NRs gradually
decreased and the peak was initially red-shifted and then
blue-shifted. When K
  was added into the solution,
it formed a 2:1 sandwich complex between the 15-crown-
5 moiety and coupling of the plasmon absorbance
occurred. The changes in the spectral features were used
for the specific detection of metal ions.
5.1.12 Gold nanorod assembly induced by magnetic field
Pt-doped GNRs were homogeneously coated with
metallic Ni through hydrazine reduction in aqueous
solutions, leading to quasi-epitaxial growth of Ni shell
on GNRs (Fig. 33A and B) (286). Pt acts as a ‘nucleation
agent’ and because of its higher redox potential, it can be
much more easily reduced than nickel, leading to the
formation of small nuclei on which Ni is catalytically
reduced. The Ni coated GNRs (Au@Ni NR) were
allowed to dry on a TEM grid under the influence of
an external magnetic field (0.2 T), and the NRs tend to
align in a chain-like structure in the direction of the
applied field (Fig. 33C). The orientation of individual
rods within the chains was not found to be the same and
both the ‘side-to-side’ and ‘end-to-end’ assembly was
found to be co-existing. This reveals the complex
magnetic response of the system (286).
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of silver
Anisotropic nanostructures of silver are more diverse
compared to gold. But the synthesis of these structures in
a monodisperse fashion is often a tedious job. The
advancement in nanotechnology has enabled us now to
prepare these particles either in a monodisperse manner
or size select and separate the nanostructures post-
synthetically to yield highly monodisperse samples. Since
all these synthetic strategies involves surfactants to cap
the formed nanostructures and to avoid them getting
aggregated, the surfactant induced assembly of these
structures upon solvent evaporation is highly probable
similar to GNRs. Following a similar strategy to that
used for making GNRs, Jana et al. (287) devised a seed-
mediated growth approach for the preparation of silver
NRs of varied aspect ratios. They found that after shape
separation, these rods self-assemble in a 2D smectic
liquid crystal-like manner upon slow solvent evaporation
(Fig. 34A) (287). Recently, Pietrobon et al. (288) reported
a new method to produce monodisperse size-controlled
faceted pentagonal silver NRs by thermal regrowth of
decahedral silver nanoparticles using citrate as the
reducing agent. Because of its monodispersity, these
NRs showed great tendency to self-assemble into smectic
mesophases like densely packed rafts and 3D arrays upon
drying the dispersions (Fig. 34B H). Even though the
NRs are having fivefold symmetry, the 3D arrays
followed a hexagonal arrangement. They found that
slower solvent evaporation ( 5 min) as well as a NR
concentration in the range of 2 and 5 mM (in terms of
silver) is favorable for the assembly. They also found that
the order between the layers can be disturbed very easily
but within a single layer the arrangement is always
consistent. Here, the fivefold symmetry of the constituent
NRs is always over-ridden by the long-range hexagonal
order within the layers. This might be because fivefold
symmetry is not compatible with close packing that result
from evaporation-induced self-assembly. They also stu-
died the dependence of aspect ratio of the participating
NR on the assembly and found that well-defined layered
structures start to be observed for the pentagonal AgNRs
with an aspect ratio of 2. When the aspect ratio reached
4, there was not enough mobility for the NRs to self-
assemble and only local ordering was found. An aspect
ratio of 2.5 was found to be optimum for the best possible
assembly (288).
Fig. 33. (A) Large area TEM of nickel-coated GNRS in the absence of magnetic ﬁeld. (B) High magniﬁcation image of a single
Au@Ni NR. Inset shows STEM EDAX (scanning transmission electron energy dispersive analysis of X-rays) analysis of
Au@Ni NRs, showing the relative distribution of the elements (Au   red; Ni   green). (C) Au@Ni NRs, dried on the TEM
grid under an external magnetic ﬁeld (0.2 T). Reproduced with permission from Reference (286). Wiley-VCH, Copyright (2007).
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most used methods to assemble a large-area monolayer of
nanosystems. Using this technique, NWs that are 50 nm
diameters and 2 3 mm length were assembled into a large
area of about 20 cm
2 by Tao et al. (289) (Fig. 35). The
PVP capping of the as prepared NWs were changed with
1-hexadecanethiol ligands, making them hydrophobic.
The hydrophobic NWs redispersed in chloroform were
then dispersed onto a water surface of the LB trough and
were assembled through the LB method. The NWs were
aligned side-by-side over large areas, similar to a nematic
2D ordering of a liquid crystal. These aligned NW
areas exhibited alternating extinction patterns when the
sample was rotated every 458 (289). Following a similar
Fig. 34. (A) TEM image of shape-separated silver NRs self-assembled on TEM grids. Reproduced with permission from
Reference (287). Royal Society of Chemistry, London, Copyright (2001). (B) SEM images of longer pentagonal faceted rod
AgNRs aligned on a glass plate. (C) (F) SEM images of self-assembled packing of monodisperse faceted pentagonal rod
AgNRs with different aspect ratio forming 3D superlattices. The scale bars in B Ha r e1mm. Reproduced with permission from
Reference (288). by the American Chemical Society, Copyright (2009).
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superlattice architectures composed of different polyhe-
dral building blocks such as truncated cubes, cuboctahe-
dra, and octahedra of Ag nanocrystals (290). They found
that the choice of nanocrystal building blocks determines
their packing and dimensions of the assemblies created.
Truncated cubes formed a square lattice by assembling
in a face-to-face manner. More truncated polyhedral
Fig. 35. (A C) Photographs of LB NW assembly process at different compression stages. (D) Surface pressure curve recorded
during the process. (E H) SEM images (at different magniﬁcations) of the silver NW monolayer deposited on a silicon wafer.
Reproduced with permission from Reference (289). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2003).
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Citation: Nano Reviews 2011, 2: 5883 - DOI: 10.3402/nano.v2i0.5883Fig. 36. TEM images of assembly A (A) and B (B). Reproduced with permission from Reference (291). American Chemical
Society, Copyright (2008). (C) A schematic representation of speciﬁc functionalization of Ag nanocube faces. (D) SEM images
of Ag nanocubes and the assemblies dependent upon the functionalization. (E) SEM images of ODT-functionalized Ag
nanocubes sampled at different parts in a reaction vessel. (F) Schematic depicting the mechanism of formation of self-assembly
at the air-water interfaces. Reproduced with permission from Reference (292). Wiley-VCH, Copyright (2008).
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rhombohedral unit cell, which is getting formed by the
shears experienced by the square lattice (290).
The assembly of Ag nanoprisms (Fig. 36A and B) was
reported by Bae et al. (291). They were able to assemble
the prisms with anisotropic orientation and studied the
orientation-dependent properties of these assemblies.
Two kinds of assembled structures were fabricated. One
was fabricated simply by dropping Ag nanoprism solu-
tion onto clean substrates like glass, ITO glass, Si, and
TEM grid and solvent was allowed to evaporate slowly
(Assembly A). They found that upon solvent evapora-
tion, nanoprisms tend to stack face-to-face in rows with
their edges perpendicular to the substrate. The nature of
the substrate used did not have any effect on the
alignment of the nanoprisms and they assembled with
upright orientation on all the substrates. This is explained
to be due to the higher attractive force between nanopr-
ism faces than that between the face and substrate. The
second kind of assembly was made by using the inter-
facial entrapment method (Assembly B). In this, a crown
ether derivative that can transfer Ag nanoprisms from
water to the water/oil interface was used. This leads to the
self-assembly of nanoprisms at the liquid/liquid interface
in face-down fashion (291).
Assembly of Ag nanocubes by the selective functiona-
lization of each face selectively was reported by Rycenga
et al. (292). Five distinct SAM-modified Ag nanocubes
were prepared from the possible combinations of hydro-
phobic and hydrophilic faces and were assembled into
four different nanostructures and one microstructure
(Fig. 36C F). The assembly was explained on the basis
of hydrophobic interaction and solvation-free energy.
Due to a hydrophobic driving force that is proportional
to the solvation-free energy of the water surrounding the
SAM-functionalized Ag nanocubes, they are brought
together with their hydrophobic faces adjacent and
parallel to form assembled structures. Depending upon
the number of hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces present
on each cube, the enthalpy or the solvation-free energy
will be varied. The self-assembly is facilitated by the drive
to reduce solvation-free energy by reducing their hydro-
phobic surface area exposed to the solvent, in this case,
water. The procedure adopted for the selective functio-
nalization of Ag cube faces is given in Fig. 36C. The
selective functionalization was carried out by protecting
Ag nanocube faces in contact with a clean Si substrate
and functionalizing other faces sequentially with solu-
tions of alkanethiols and PDMS inked with alkanethiols.
An aqueous suspension of nanocubes is dispersed onto a
plasma-cleaned Si substrate and dried. The sample was
immersed in a mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA) solu-
tion for 1 h, removed from it and washed with ethanol.
This functionalizes all the exposed five faces with MHA.
This was immersed in octadecanethiol (ODT) and the
sample was sonicated in order to detach the nanocubes
from the substrate and the sixth face gets functionalized
with ODT giving five hydrophilic and one hydrophobic
faces. Another set of substrates containing the aqueous
suspension of nanocubes is printed with a PDMS stamp
inked with ODT in ethanol and then thoroughly washed
with ethanol. Here the top face of the Ag nanocube gets
functionalized. This was immersed in MHA solution and
the four exposed faces get functionalized with MHA.
This was then immersed in ODT solution and sonicated
upon which the nanocubes from the substrate and the
sixth face get functionalized with ODT giving four
hydrophilic and two hydrophobic faces. Unfunctionalized
cubes did not show any kind of assembly. When only one
face of the nanotube was functionalized with hydropho-
bic ODT, the nanocubes tend to form dimers, joined at
the hydrophobic faces in order to try and move this face
away from water. Nanocubes with two opposing faces
functionalized with ODT formed linear chains. Cubes
having four ODT functionalized faces are assembled in a
sheet-like manner. Ag nanocubes with four hydrophobic
faces and one hydrophobic face were mixed at 1:4 ratio
and star-shaped structures were obtained. When all the
six faces were functionalized, they formed 3D super-
lattices. A schematic depicting the self-assembly of Ag
nanocubes, completely functionalized with a hydrophobic
SAM, at the air-water interface is given in Fig. 36F (292).
5.3 Assembly of anisotropic nanostructures of
CdS/CdSe
After gold and silver, Cd-based materials are the most
studied nanostructures owing to their properties. These
materials are interesting because it is possible to design
unique electronic structure inside the nanocrystals and
make them interesting candidates for use in nanoelec-
tronic devices. The assembly of these materials is well
studied. A few interesting examples are given here. The
liquid crystalline arrangement of rod-like CdSe NRs with
orientational order and positional disorder was reported
by Li et al. (293). Macroscopic alignment of CdSe NRs
was reported in 2003 by Li and Alivisatos (294). They
reported alignment into a nematic liquid-crystalline
phase, and to some extent superlattice structures were
formed when these are deposited on a substrate. The
formation of a superlattice was found to be determined
by the liquid-crystalline phase that formed prior to
complete evaporation of the solvent (294). Talapin et al.
in 2004 reported the self-assembly of CdSe NRs into
nematic, smectic, and crystalline solids (295). The versa-
tility of the method was demonstrated by using CdSe
NRs of varying diameters and lengths as well as utilizing
highly luminescent CdSe/CdS NR heterostructures for
the assembly. Layered colloidal crystals obtained by the
assembly exhibited anisotropic optical properties with
characteristic birefringence, which was assigned to spe-
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crystals were grown by the slow destabilization of a
nanocrystal solution upon allowing the diffusion of a
non-solvent into the colloidal solution of nanocrystals.
This can be considered as the first report to induce the
organization of NR building blocks into highly lumines-
cent 3D superlattices (295).
Perpendicular arrays of semiconductor NRs have
potential applications in photovoltaic, field emission,
and data storage devices. Several attempts were done to
organize CdS/CdSe NRs in a perpendicular fashion.
Gupta et al. reported ‘self-corralling’ NRs under an
applied electric field where ligand-functionalized CdSe
NRs in a polymer matrix phase separate under an applied
electric field (296). They showed that the combined forces
of an applied external field and interfacial energy can
control the orientation of NRs and can form dense
packing of CdSe NRs. Because of the permanent dipole
moment of CdSe NRs and due to the inherent dielectric
properties, these NRs in solution will drive the alignment
along their long axis, parallel to the field lines of the
external field. They got densely packed hexagonal arrays
of NRs aligned along the direction of the applied field.
The ‘corralling’ of the NR was driven in order to
minimize the interfacial energy between the array of
NRs and the surrounding polymers (296).
A similar method was adopted by Ryan et al. to align
CdS NRs into superlattices (297). They found that the
combination of a DC electric field and slow evaporation
of solvent like toluene can be used to generate super-
lattices of II-VI semiconductor NRs (CdS) with perpen-
dicular orientation (297). A non-electric field induced
self-assembly of CdS NRs into perpendicular monolayers
was reported by Ahmed and Ryan (298). They used
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) as a template
to produce the perpendicular assembly. On a variety of
substrates, hexagonal oriented domains of the size range
of 2 mm
2 were created by this method (298). Millimeter
long smectic assembly composed of CdSe NRs was
achieved rapidly under non-equilibrium conditions utiliz-
ing the capillary flow in a drying droplet (of a pinned
droplet) was reported by Querner et al. (299). This
method is important since this did not need any
particular synthesis or solvent, pre-treatment of the
substrate or NRs, or external fields. Many NR tracks
are obtained in the flow due to the strong NR NR
interactions where NRs are assembled in a side-by-
side manner and to the edge of the droplet forming a
coffee ring. When the NR arrays reach droplet perimeter,
the capillary pressure that is directed radially outward
from the droplet drive the NR tracks to stack side-by-side
concentrically.
Recently, Kang et al. (300) reported a strategy to make
micrometer long 2D self-bundled CdS NRs without the
aid of an external directing process. CdS NRs tri-n-
octylphosphine (TOP) and tetradecylphosphonic acid
(TDPA) capping having the optimum ratio were pre-
pared. The as-prepared CdS NRs started to pack
together when the concentration was higher than 2.0
wt% in toluene. As the solvent evaporates, the concentra-
tion of the solid increases. This results in the decrease of
the interfacial energy of the NRs by interlacing the alkyl
chains of surfactants. The first portion of NRs, standing
normal to the substrate, serves as a nucleation site. Hence
the other incoming NRs tend to assemble in the same
direction with the assistance of the hydrocarbon chains
on surfactants. Therefore, the self-assembly have leaning
bundles at the outer edges and hexagonal packing
perpendicular to the substrate inside (300).
Carbone et al. recently developed a seeded-growth
approach for the synthesis of CdS NRs in which CdSe
nanoparticles were used as seeds to produce asymmetric
core-shell CdSe/CdS NRs (301). This on solvent evapora-
tion at the toluene/water interface or under the applied
electric field produced large area perpendicularly aligned
NR arrays. A theoretical study to understand the force
that operates in the assembly of NRs and binds them
together was done by Ghezelbash et al. (302). They
calculated the dipole dipole attractive force and van der
Waals attraction for the self-alignment CdS NRs and
found that side-by-side alignment was more favorable
than the end-to-end mode of alignment. But the experi-
mental studies by the same group showed that end-to-
end stripes are getting formed instead of side-by-
side assembly. So they concluded that formation of
stripes was kinetically controlled and mediated by solvent
evaporation (302). Self-assembly of CdSe NRs at the
oil-toluene-water interface using drying droplet was
reported by He et al. (303). The interfacial tension, in-
plane compression, and the decrease in surface due to the
solvent evaporation was concluded to be the operating
forces of the assembly. A method to synthesis cylindrical
crystalline CdSe/CdS NRs supercrystals (SCs) that
exhibit linearly polarized photoluminescence along their
axial direction were reported recently by Zhuang et al.
(304). They found that the anisotropic interparticle
interactions between NRs as well as solvophobic inter-
actions between an SC and the surrounding solvent play
major roles in controlling the shape of the SCs. Super-
crystals adopt the single- or multi-layered structures
depending upon their volume (304).
The incorporation of different materials such as metals
and semiconductors to form composite nanostructures
is an interesting area of research because it increases
functionality many folds. Synergetic properties can arise
from the individual properties of constituent NRs or
from the combination of the properties of these compo-
nents. One such material is hybrid metal-tipped semi-
conductor NRs termed nanodumbbells (NDBs). Many
examples exist and Au tipped CdSe NRs is one of them.
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ing because they may give several new properties. The use
of gold tips as anchoring points for the self-assembly
using simple dithiol molecules that preferentially binds
onto the gold tips resulting in NR chains was reported by
Salant et al. (305). The same group using a similar
approach created dimers and trimer chains of NDBs. A
biochemical linking strategy was followed in this study.
The strong and specific avidin-biotin interaction was
utilized to construct head-to-tail assemblies of NDBs.
Using disulfide modified biotin, where the disulfide end
conjugates to the gold tip, biotin was available for further
conjugation with avidin. Avidin can conjugate up to four
biotins that results in a flower-like assembly of the NDBs.
A solution-based side-by-side self-assembly of Au-
tipped CdSe NRs into large 2D superlattices over a
micrometer area was reported by Zhao et al. (306). In the
hybrid NR, the CdSe segment was coated with a mixture
of octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA) and hexylpho-
sphonic acid (HPA) termed as side ligands (SLs). The
Au tips were stabilized with dodecylamine and didode-
cyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) termed as tip
ligands (TLs). The presence of alkyl chains in SLs and
TLs make these structures easily soluble in non-polar
solvents and insoluble in polar solvents. The TLs were
selectively replaced with 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid
(MUA) to render difference in solubilities. The MUA
was added in a polar solvent and was used for ligand
exchange and self-assembly was made in a mixed solvent
(dimethylformamide-toluene). In order to minimize the
exposure of non-polar SLs with the polar solvents, NRs
underwent side-by-side assembly. The MUAs present on
the tip stabilized the assembled superstructure by inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding through carboxylic groups
of MUA attached to neighboring NRs (306).
5.4 Assembly of anisotropic structures of other
materials
The scope of this review does not allow the complete
description of the assembly of all anisotropic structures
reported. A few examples pointing toward the diversity of
materials and their assembly is given in this section. Pt
nanocrystals are important because of their catalytic
activity. The self-assembled structures are believed to be
ideal catalysts for reducing pollutant gases from the
exhausts of automobiles, producing hydrogen from
methane, in direct methanol fuel cells, and so on. The
2D self-assembly or 3D structured superlattices of these
materials provide opportunity of fabricating nanodevices
and creating templates for the assembly of other struc-
tures. The self-assembly of Pt nanoparticles of various
shapes was studied by Petroski et al. in 2001 (307). They
reported that the addition of dodecanethiol to acrylic
acid capped Pt nanoparticle samples containing various
shapes and sizes leads to self-assembly. The assembled
structures followed an hcp structure. Nanocubes are the
most studied system in case of Pt. Ren and Tilley in 2007
reported a strategy to synthesize mondisperse Pt nano-
cubes, which due to its high degree of mondispersity can
be readily arranged into 2D long range arrays (308). The
shape-controlled platinum nanocubes and their assembly
into 2D and 3D superlattices were reported by Demor-
tie `re et al. (309). Assembly of bimetallic Pt-based cubes
has also been reported. Oriented assembly of FePt cubes
was reported by Chen et al. (310). They prepared FePt
nanocrystal superlattice arrays with controlled texture
and magnetic alignment. Palladium nanostructures are
important since they show high hydrogen solubility and
can act as an effective catalyst for Stille, Heck, and
Suzuki reactions. Niu et al. recently reported a versatile
seed-mediated method for the preparation of Pd nano-
cubes with a high degree of monodispersity (311).
Because of the monodispersity, they tend to self-assemble
into ccp arrays on the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) plate (311). The monodispersed synthesis and self-
assembly of Pd nanobricks was reported by Umar and
Oyama (312). Assembling icosahedral Pd nanoparticles
into superlattice structures were reported by Zhang et al.
recently (313). Recently, formation of long chains of Au/
Ni and Au/Co MFs by a magnetic field induced self-
assembly process was reported by Sajanlal and Pradeep
(314).
Cu2S, commonly known as chalcocite, is a p-type
semiconductor with a bulk band gap of 1.2 eV. It has
been widely used in solar cells, cold cathodes, nanoscale
switches, and so on. The anisotropic hexagonal crystal
structure of Cu2S can be utilized to adjust the growth rate
along (001) and (100) directions to obtain shape con-
trolled nanocrystals. A solventless synthesis for the
preparation of Cu2S crystals of shape ranging from
circular to hexagonal plates was reported first by Larsen
et al. (315). They found that these sterically stabilized
colloidal copper sulfide nanodisks spontaneously assem-
ble with face-to-face close packing when the solvent is
evaporated from concentrated dispersions to form a
columnar assembly. The long range orientational order
was confirmed by SAXS and grazing-incidence small-
angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS). Time-resolved SAXS
showed phase transition from the isotropic-to-columnar
phase upon solvent evaporation and GISAXS proved
that the columns orient perpendicular to the substrate.
They also found that hexagonal close-packed ordering of
the columns is relatively extensive, but within the column
the disks were not periodic (315, 316). Zhuang et al.
reported a water-oil interface confined method to synthe-
size monodisperse Cu2S nanocrystals and their multi-
layer superlattice assemblies (317). The phase-selective
synthesis of monodisperse CuS and Cu1.75S nanodisks
with controlled sizes and shapes by high-temperature
chemical reaction of CuCl2 and S in oleylamine and their
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nanostructures by face-to-face stacking was reported by
Zhang et al. (318). Through simple solution-phase
thermolysis of the copper dodecanethiolate polymer
precursor, Cu2S nanocrystals and superlattices were
synthesized by Du et al. (318). Cu2S nanodisks, spheres,
and hexagonal nanoplates were assembled into super-
structures through this method. They believed that the
assembled structures are closely related to the lamellar
structure of the copper thiolate precursor (319).
ZnO, an n-type semiconductor with a wide band gap
energy of 3.3 eV and high exciton binding energy of
59 meV is an important material that can act as a
component in ultraviolet light emitting diodes and as an
electron-transporting layer in organic and dye sensitized
solar cells and sensors. Liu et al. reported a process to
fabricate films of hexagonal ZnO NR arrays on Si
surfaces modified with HF etching and SAMs (320). An
aqueous solution based wet chemical method has been
reported for synthesizing ZnO NR arrays with control-
lable diameter and lengths on different substrates by
Chen and Gao (321). Through thermal decomposition of
zinc acetate, a thin film of ZnO nanocrystals was coated
on the substrate. This was used as a seed layer for the
subsequent growth of NRs in aqueous solutions at low
temperature. Highly ordered NR films spread over a large
area were fabricated using this method (321). Hexagon-
ally patterned, vertically aligned ZnO NR arrays using
nanosphere lithography technique was reported by Liu
et al. (322). A polystyrene microsphere SAM was first
prepared and hexagonal patterns of gold particles were
prepared on it through wet-etching method. This acts as a
catalyst for the NR growth. Through catalyst-initiated
epitaxy, ZnO NRs were grown on each of these catalyst
sites, preserving the original hexagonal pattern (322). Lee
et al. reported a seed-layer based solution chemistry route
to make tunable arrays of ZnO needles and NRs (322).
They studied the effect of pH and 1,3-diaminopropane
additive concentration on the morphology of ZnO NR
and nanoneedle arrays (323). Izaki et al. reported a room
temperature electrochemical method for the electrophor-
esis deposition of anionic polystyrene spheres on a
conductive glass substrate followed by the electrodeposi-
tion of ZnO in aqueous solutions to fabricate arrays of
nano-cauliflower shaped ZnO nanoparticles (324).
ZnS is one of the most important II-VI semiconduc-
tors. Pradhan and Efrima reported a method to synthesis
highly uniform ZnS NRs and NWs of extremely small
widths and assemble supercrystals of uniform NRs and
ordered assemblies of NWs (325). Through a synchro-
nous end-to-end attachment process of NRs, NWs were
made. They found that after synthesis, NRs and wires
spontaneously self-assemble into highly ordered crystal-
line phases. Using capping agents of varying alkyl chain
lengths, the interparticle spacing in these supercrystals
can be tuned. The assembly can be obtained in various
substrates through various techniques. The NWs were
assembled into large-scale parallel superstructures and
crossed-wire, grid-like two-layer arrays (325). A phase-
controlled synthesis of ZnS nanocrystals and the ordered
assembly NRs and nanodots (NDs) was reported by Li
et al. (326). The mechanism and the strategies of
assembling 1D ZnS NRs on a 2D scale were also
discussed in this report. Upon deposition of a drop of
dilute solution of NRs on substrate, the solvent evapora-
tion makes the concentration to increase with time. The
free volume available to each rod also decreases as the
solvent gets evaporated. This makes the rods to aggregate
or align side-by-side under the influence of directional
capillary force and van der Waals attraction. This results
in the increase in the viscosity and finally freezes the local
liquid-like structure to form a lyotropic crystalline phase.
The concentration of the NRs in solution, the nature of
the capping molecules, and the evaporation rate of the
solvent are three main factors that can affect the quality
as well as the range of the assembly (326).
Trigonal-tellurium, a p-type semiconductor, has a very
narrow band gap and has attracted a great deal of interest
because of its good photoconductivity, photoelectricity,
thermoelectricity, catalysis, non-linear optical properties,
and high piezoelectricity. Self-assembly of Te NRs to Te
microrods was reported by Batabyal et al. (327). Te NRs
were prepared by reducing bulk Te powder using an
aqueous solution of sodium dithionite and then oxidizing
the solution in air to get Te NRs. Centimeter long rods
were made by controlling the airflow, upon which these
NRs self-assemble to give the microstructure (327). The
self-organization of Te NRs to V-shaped assemblies was
reported by Tang et al. (328). They found that in a
suspension of Te NRs, short NRs of length 50 nm tend to
form V-shaped or checkmark-like assemblies while long
NRs of length 2,200 nm remained as such. Using
Brownian dynamics simulations, they modeled this ob-
servation and explained the experimental observations
(328, 329). Alignment of Te NRs on a solid substrate via
the magnetization-alignment-demagnetization process
was reported by Yuan et al. (330). Te NRs covered with
a shell of poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) was prepared and
they were made magnetic by the treatment with magnetite
nanoparticles that assembles on the surface of the rods
through a hydrophobic interaction in THF to form
magnetic nanocylinders. This upon interaction with
magnetic field aligns in the direction of the magnetic
field. On acid etching, the magnetic nanoparticles are
etched away leaving the assembled nanostructures behind
(330).
Titanium dioxide is a useful material, having numerous
potential applications in diverse areas such as photo-
catalysis, solar cells, and electroluminescent hybrid de-
vices. Assembly of anisotropic TiO2 based systems has
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oligomeric TiO2 NRs using the biotin-avidin interaction
was reported by Dimitrijevic et al. (331). One of the
recent studies was on the 2D self-assembly of TiO2
nanoleaves via supramolecular interactions. It was found
that the assembly happens in a facet-selective manner.
The single-crystalline TiO2 nanoleaves were functiona-
lized with catechol-group-terminated Zn(II)-porphyrin
that was coordinated with EB. Trans-2,2?-ethylene 4, 4?-
bipyridyl (EB) cross-links the adjacent TiO2 nanoleaves
along the (101) face, resulting in a face-selective, self-
assembled, 2D stacking structure in a ‘side-by-side’
fashion (332).
Self-assembly of star-shaped PbS nanocrystals into
close-packed arrays and patterned arrays was demon-
strated by Huang et al. recently (333). Through drop-
coating or vertical deposition method 3D or 2D hcp
arrays of PbS nanostars were fabricated on clean Si
substrate (Fig. 37). Through vertical deposition method
and monolayer colloidal crystals (MCC) and inverted
MCC as the template, various non-close-packed (ncp)
controllable patterns were also made. The ncp arrays of
(111)-oriented PbS nanostars leading to the formation of
novel star-sphere binary colloidal crystals where three
horns stands on the template was prepared. Using IMCC
template, (001)-oriented PbS nanostars were arranged
into an ncp array with a single horn stretched vertically
upward. Using MCC/IMCC templates with larger peri-
odic spacings, several novel ncp arrays were fabricated
and found that in template-assisted assembly, the long-
range hexagonal order from the initial MCC template is
inherited in the obtained PbS ncp arrays.
Barium chromate (BaCrO4) nanoparticles were as-
sembled into different structures by Li et al. (334). They
demonstrated that BaCrO4 can be organized into com-
plex structures through the interfacial activity of reverse
micelles and microemulsions. The interdigitation of
surfactant molecules attached to specific nanoparticle
crystal faces the driving force for the assembly. They
produced linear chains, rectangular superlattices, and
long filaments of BaCrO4 nanocrystals as a function of
reactant molar ratio, which influences the fusing of
reverse micelles and microemulsion droplets (334). Two-
dimensional NR monolayer assembly of BaCrO4 using
LB technique was reported by Kim et al. (335). Pressure-
induced isotropic-nematic-smectic phase transitions and
transformation from monolayer to multi-layer NR
assembly were also discussed in this work (335). Rare-
earth nanocrystals have drawn great interest owing to
their unique physical and chemical properties and
potential applications in the fields of luminescence
devices, biochemical probes, and medical diagnostics.
Evaporation-induced self-assembly of rare-earth oxide
nanopolyhedra, nanoplates, and nanodisks was reported
by Si et al. (336). Self-assembly of LaF3 triangular
nanoplates was also reported by the same group (337).
Fig. 37. SEM images of patterned arrays of PbS nanostars assembled on the 340 nm (A, B) and 500 nm (C, D) MCC templates
with varying packing densities. Reproduced with permission from Reference (333). American Chemical Society, Copyright
(2010).
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fluoride nanocrystals of various shapes (338). All these
assemblies were of short range order. the LB mediated
controllable assembly of diverse rare-earth nanocrystals
was reported by the same group recently (339). Using this
technique, large-area films of various nanoparticles like
NaYF4, Yb, Er spherical nanoparticles, LiYF4 nanopo-
lyhedra, triagonal-shaped LaF3, square shaped CaF2,
and hexagonal EuF3 nanoparticles were assembled (339).
The LB assembly of vanadium dioxide (VO2) NWs
functionalized with stearic acid and CTAB was reported
by Mai et al. (340). Zheng et al. reported the self-
assembly and self-orientation of truncated octahedral
magnetite nanocrystals (341). External magnetic field
induced self-assembly of octahedral magnetite nanocrys-
tals was recently reported by Qi et al. (342). The self-
assembly of lead zirconate titanate cubes into single
crystal like microcrystals was reported by Liu et al. (343).
A method to prepare transparent WO3 NR film through
the assembled coating of WO3 NR suspension onto ITO
coated glass was reported by Wang et al. (344). The
assembly was dependent on the drying rate of the film,
the concentration of suspension, and the aspect ratio of
NRs but independent of the surface properties of
substrates. The assembly occurred through an aggrega-
tion-deposition process (344). The b-ferric oxyhydroxide
(b-FeOOH) is an interesting iron-based material that
shows a tunnel-type structure in which the iron atoms are
strongly bonded to the framework forming the tunnels
and is reported to be a promising candidate for an active
iron-based material for lithium batteries. Zocher (345),
Zocher and Heller (346), and Watson et al. (347) reported
the formation of ‘Schiller layers’ in the stable sol
sediments containing ordered structures and found that
they exhibit brilliant interference colors from b-FeOOH.
The assembly of this system has been very well studied.
The atomic force microscopic investigation of smectic, or
multi-layer, structures in dry sol sediments of b-FeOOH
was reported by Maeda and Maeda (348). They found
that the smectic structure locally has an in-layer square
morphology (348). A longer-ranged bond-orientational
order will exist even after the defects destroy the 2D
crystallinity. The co-existence of several smectic domains,
each of which has a distinct orientation, and mono- and
several-folded layers confined in the sols was also
observed (348).
6. Applications of anisotropic nanomaterials
Due to the size and shape dependent physical and
chemical properties, anisotropic nanomaterials have
been used for various applications. A few of the
important applications of different kinds of nanostruc-
tures are mentioned below. This section does not cover a
comprehensive review of the literature. However, we have
mentioned specific reviews or references in the appro-
priate sections to guide an interested reader.
6.1 Bioconjugation and labeling
Nanoparticles can be easily functionalizedwith biological
molecules for targeting cancer cells. Gold nanorods have
been stabilized, conjugated to antibodies, and character-
ized for biological applications by Liao and Hafner (349).
They replaced the stabilizing surfactant bilayer that
surrounds gold nanorods by thiol terminated methox-
ypoly(ethylene glycol). Gold nanorod bioconjugation was
accomplished with a heterobifunctional cross-linker, with
antibody activity confirmed by a strip plate assay.
Pissuwan et al. (350) used antibody functionalized
nanorods to conjugate them to murine macrophage cells
in their photothermal studies. Takahashi et al. reported
the bioconjugation of gold nanorods with phosphatidyl-
choline for the controlled release of plasmid DNA by
NIR radiation (351). Gold nanocage can also be func-
tionalized with biological molecules such as antibodies,
nucleic acids, and small-molecule inhibitors can be used
to target cancer cells for early-stage diagnostics and
thermal therapy of tumors (352). Schematic illustration
of the protocol used by Chen et al. to conjugate
antibodies to the surface of Au nanocages is shown in
Fig. 38A. A breast cancer cell line, SK-BR-3, which
overexpresses epidermal growth factor receptor 2
(EGFR2 or HER2), has been used to test the molecular
specific binding of bioconjugated gold nanocages (353).
In a typical process, primary antibodies (monoclonal
anti-HER2 antibody from mouse) were immobilized on
the cancer cells by incubating the SK-BR-3 cells in anti-
HER2 antibodies. Gold nanocages were conjugated with
a secondary antibody such as anti-mouse immuno-
globulin G or IgG, following the conventional (Fig. 38)
protocol. Finally, a buffer solution containing IgG-
conjugated gold nanocages was applied to SK-BR-3 cells
bound with anti-HER2 antibodies. After that, a fluores-
cence image was taken. The cells revealed a uniform
green color indicating a homogeneous distribution of
the primary anti-HER2 antibody on the cell surface
(Fig. 38B).
6.2 Optical contrast agent
The strong SPR, biocompatibility, easiness in bioconju-
gation, and large scattering cross-section make anisotro-
pic nanoparticles an attractive contrast agent for NIR
imaging applications (7, 92). Au nanocage is an attractive
contrast agents because of their strong, tunable SPR
peaks in the near-infrared and comparatively smaller size
(353). The utility of gold nanocages as an optical
contrasting agent has been demonstrated by performing
an optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging on
phantom samples with and without nanocages. The OCT
imaging (Fig. 21C) was conducted using a 7-fs Ti:sap-
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bandwidth of 155 nm. Preliminary studies show signifi-
cantly improved spectroscopic image contrast for tissue
phantoms containing Au nanocages. Gold nanocages
showed an absorption cross-section of 2.90 10
 20 m
2
at 800 nm, about five orders of magnitude stronger than
conventional dye indocyanine green. The results suggest
that gold nanocages can be used as good absorption
contrast agents for OCT imaging. The log of the OCT
signal as a function of depth is plotted in Fig. 38D.
6.3 Photothermal therapy
Living cells are highly sensitive to the temperature and
rises of a few degrees can lead to cell death. The NIR
absorption and related photothermal effect is another
important feature of plasmonic nanoparticles (87).
Compared to the other non-metallic photothermal
absorbers, the anisotropic nanoparticles enable dual
imaging/therapy functions. It has been demonstrated
the NIR absorbing capacity of several anisotropic
nanomaterials such as nanorods, nanocages, nanoshells,
and nanostars can be used for the photothermal therapy
(349 360). In biological systems, the Au nanocages are
capable of producing a local temperature rise that can
provide a therapeutic effect on cancer cells that are
selectively targeted by bioconjugated Au nanocages
(349 358). Due to the large absorption cross-sections
of Au nanocages, the absorbed photons are converted
into phonons and can increase the temperature of the
system. It is shown that extremely high lattice tempera-
tures can be attained by Ag nanocages by the ultrafast
laser-induced heating process (358). Such therapy is less
invasive than chemotherapy or surgery and holds strong
promise as a new form of cancer treatment. The
photothermal destruction of breast cancer cells in vitro
by using immuno-targeted Au nanocages has been
demonstrated by Skrabalak et al. (355). Gold nanocages
with an average edge length of 6597 nm (absorption
peak at 800 nm) were conjugated with anti-HER2, a
monoclonal antibody, to target breast cancer cells (SK-
BR-3) through the epidermal growth factor receptor
(356 358). Then the targeted cells were irradiated with a
pulsed near-infrared laser. By varying the power density,
the duration of laser exposure, and the time of response
after irradiation, it is possible to optimize the treatment
conditions to achieve effective destruction of the cancer
Fig. 38. (A) Schematic illustration of the protocol used to conjugate antibodies to the surface of Au nanocages. (B) A
ﬂuorescence image of SK-BR-3 cells whose surfaces were treated with the anti-HER2 antibodies, followed by incubation with
ﬂuorescence-labeled IgG. (C) OCT image of a gelatin phantom embedded with TiO2, and the concentration of TiO2 was
controlled at 1 mg/mL to mimic the background scattering of soft tissues. (D) Plots of the OCT signals on a log scale as a
function of depth. Reproduced with permission from Reference (353). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2005).
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Au nanocages responded immediately to laser irradia-
tion and cellular damage was happening irreversibly at
power densities greater than 1.6 W/cm
2 (Fig. 39). The
percentage of dead cells increased with increasing
exposure time.
Using multi-segmented metal nanorods, Salem et al.
have demonstrated a new non-viral gene therapy ap-
proach (85, 86). Nanotriangle is another candidate
that can be used for cancer cell treatment. The large
near-infrared absorption of the nanoparticle has poten-
tial applications in hyperthermic treatment of cancer
cells. The flat nature of the nanotriangle would facilitate
thermal contact between the nanoparticle and cancer
cells; thereby letting us reduce the exposure times.
Nanotriangles can also be used to target specific delivery
to the cancer cells, resulting in low dosage requirement
and thus reducing the metal toxicity.
6.4 Cancer cell imaging
The strong SPR of metal nanoparticles enable one to
image individual particle location with various optical
microscopic techniques such as dark-field optical micro-
scopy and TPL microscopy. Gold nanoparticles are well
suited for biomedical imaging, since the scattering cross-
section of gold nanoparticles is much stronger than that
of conventional fluorescent dye molecules (88). The
GNRs are ideal candidates for cancer cell imaging due
to strong absorption and scattering in the near infrared
region (650 900 nm) (84 92, 361). Huang et al. (361) have
synthesized gold NRs (aspect ratio of 3.9) and were
centrifuged in order to remove other ions and excess
Fig. 39. SEM images of SK-BR-3 cells targeted with immuno Au nanospheres (A) and nanocages (B). SEM images at higher
magniﬁcation (insets) reveal that the bright spots in the SEM images are indeed nanospheres and nanocages, respectively. The
scale bar in the insets represents 500 nm. (C) TEM image of a microtomed SK-BR-3 cell conjugated with immuno Au
nanocages. (D) Typical ﬂow cytometry graph indicating how the forward scatter (x-axis) and right angle scatter (y-axis) can be
used to differentiate the size difference between beads and cells. Reproduced with permission from Reference (356). American
Chemical Society, Copyright (2008).
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was modified by negatively charged PSS and were mixed
with an antibody solution in 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piper-
azineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) buffer. The NRs
conjugated to anti-epidermal growth factor receptor
(anti-EGFR) monoclonal antibodies are incubated in
the cell culture. Two malignant cells such as HOC 313
clone 8 and HSC 3 and one non-malignant HaCat cell
were used in the experiment. The anti-EGFR antibody-
conjugated NRs bind specifically to the surface of the
malignant type cells, with a much higher affinity due to
the over expressed EGFR on the cytoplasmic membrane
of the malignant cells.
Fig. 40 shows the light scattering images of anti-
EGFR conjugated GNRs after binding to malignant and
non-malignant cells. The orange color of the GNR is the
most dominant, which corresponds to the surface
plasmonic enhancement of the longitudinal oscillation
in the near-infrared region. Anti-EGFR conjugated
GNRs have specific interaction to cancerous cell, HOC
313 clone 8 and HSC 3 and non-specific interaction to
the non-cancerous cell, HaCat. The nature of interaction
is distinguished through the light scattering imaging. Fig.
40 shows the quantity of NRs bound to the cell. From
the extinction spectra, it is clear that the intensity of the
cancerous cells is around double of the non-cancerous
cells. It is due to the nature of interaction between anti-
EGFR conjugated GNRs and cells: specific interaction
to the malignant cells and non-specific interaction to
non-malignant cells. Wang et al. demonstrated that a Au
nanorod with a LSPR peak at 820 nm, when excited at
820 nm using a two-photon scheme, could produce
photoluminescence signals 58 times that of the fluores-
cence signals from a rhodamine molecule (132). The use
of Au nanorods as contrast agents for two-photon
luminescence imaging of cancer cells has also been
demonstrated by Durr et al. (133) and Black et al.
(134). Gold nanocages are a new class of material that
exhibits a broad two-photon photoluminescence band
extending from 450 to 650 nm when it is excited by a
Ti:sapphire laser at 800 nm. Recently, Au et al. have
demonstrated that Au nanocages can be used as optical
imaging agents for two-photon microscopy. In that work,
they have demonstrated the use of two-photon micro-
scopy as a convenient tool to directly examine the uptake
of antibody-conjugated and PEGylated Au nanocages by
U87MGwtEGFR cells (354).
6.5 Surface-enhanced Raman scattering substrate
Since, SERS is a well-established technique and an
attractive analytical tool for trace level chemical detection
due to its ultrahigh sensitivity and specificity, a number of
fine reviews are available on this topic in the literature
(104 117). The sensitivity of this technique strongly
depends on the shape of the nanoparticles (106, 107).
Using this technique, Mulvihill et al. demonstrated that
LB assemblies of various polyhedral Ag nanocrystals
(Fig. 41A C), made by the polyol process, can detect
arsenate and arsenite in aqueous solutions with a
detection limit of 1 ppb (Fig. 41D), an order of
magnitude below the standard set by the World Health
Organization (WHO; 362 366). The high SERS response
Fig. 40. (A) Light scattering images of anti-EGFR conjugated Au NRs after incubation with cells for 30 min at room
temperature. (B) Average extinction spectra of anti-EGFR conjugated Au NRs from 20 different single cells for each kind.
Reprinted with permission from Reference (361). American Chemical Society, Copyright (2006).
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species such as benzenethiol, hexadecanethiol, mercapto-
decanoic acid is shown in Fig. 41E. The development of a
reliable, portable, and simple-to-use device for detecting
arsenic in groundwater is urgently needed in developing
nations, where contaminated groundwater is at the root
of a public health crisis. This SERS substrate is reliable,
reproducible, highly portable, and could be easily im-
plemented in field detection. Gold nanoflower (AuNF) is
another SERS substrate nanoparticle that exhibit strong
SERS activity. The AuNF particles could be developed
into Raman-active tags by packaging RhB@AuNF
particles with denatured bovine serum albumin (BSA)
molecules. The application of these Raman-active tags in
living cells was demonstrated by using the RAW264.7
macrophage cell line (367).
Real-time detection of biomolecules using SERS has
also been reported (111, 112). Yang et al. (113) reported a
higher SERS activity of triangular plates due to its
sharper corners and edges. It is also demonstrated that
silver nanoplates in its aggregated form detects molecule
with larger enhancement than single Ag nanoplates, due
to strong electromagnetic coupling between neighboring
nanoplates (363, 364). The high SERS activity of the
anisotropic metal nanoparticles can be understood in
terms of their unusual LSPR properties and the sharp
corners on the surface of a nanoparticle being able to
create a greater localized electric field in comparison to
spherical ones (365, 366).
6.6 Superhydrophobic surface
The wettability of a surface is an important feature
governed by the chemical composition and the morphol-
ogy of the surface of the materials. The surface hydro-
phobicity can be increased by creating a local geometry
with a large geometric area relative to the projected area
or by using roughness combined with hydrophobic
coatings. Superhydrophobic surfaces exhibit very high
water-repellent properties. Water droplets that are in
contact with a superhydrophobic surfaces (contact angle
Fig. 41. SEM images showing close packed ﬁlms of the three nanocrystal shapes: (A) cubes, (B) cuboctahedra, and (C)
octahedra; scale bars are 1 mm. (D) SERS spectra collected on LB ﬁlms of each of the nanocrystal shapes 1   10
 6 M arsenate
solution. Peaks at 800 and 425 cm
 1 can be assigned to Na2HAsO4. (E) SERS response of octahedra LB arrays coated with
various organic species. Benzenethiol (BT), hexadecanethiol (HDT), and mercaptodecanoic acid (MDA). Reproduced with
permission from Reference (362). Wiley, Copyright (2008).
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organic contaminants on such self-cleaning surfaces are
picked up by water droplets or adhere to the droplet and
will be removed from the surface when the water droplets
roll off. Anisotropic nanomaterials can be used in this
regard for making superhydrophobic surfaces. A dendri-
tic film of single-crystalline Ag having a thickness of
about 10 mm with a SAM of n-dodecanethiol yields a
superhydrophobic surface with a contact angle of
154.591.08 and a tilt angle lower than 28 (227, 228).
From the contact angle measurements, it was found that
the presence of Ag crystallites on a particular substrate
make substantial improvement in the hydrophobicity
compared to the other substrates without Ag crystallites
(Fig. 42). The GaAs substrates on which Ag nanoplates
were grown through direct reaction between aqueous
solutions of AgNO3 and GaAs surfaces exhibit the
‘Lotus’ effect (228). In order to decrease the surface
energy of Ag, the as-grown Ag nanoplates were coated
with 1-hexadecanethiol molecules. The wettability of the
resulting Ag nanoplate/GaAs composite surfaces could
be easily tuned by controlling the dimensions and
nanoscale surface roughness of individual nanoplates,
by appropriate variation of reaction conditions.
6.7 Mercury sensor
Mercury is a known environmental pollutant released
from various sources such as power plants, burning fossil
fuels, and so on. It is important to monitor Hg levels in
the aquatic ecosystem as human exposure to high Hg
levels can harm the brain, heart, kidneys, lungs, and
immune systems of people of all ages. Gold nanorods are
capable for sensing mercury in tap water samples at the
parts-per-trillion (ppt) level (368). Selectivity and sensi-
tivity of mercury is due to the amalgamation of mercury
and gold. The entire sensing process takes place in less
than 10 minutes, with no sample separation. Ultralow
levels of Hg have been detected. Fig. 43 shows the
schematic representation and experimental evidence of
the amalgamation of Hg with GNRs. The aspect ratio of
GNRs decreases with increasing the concentration of
Hg
2  at constant NaBH4 concentration. The direct
correlation between the wavelength shift and mercury
concentration makes quantitative analysis (Fig. 43). In
tap water, the detection limit was 6.6 10
 13 g.L
 1.
Fig. 42. (A) SEM image of Ag crystallites. (B) Photograph of water droplets on the Ag dendritic ﬁlm surface, Ni surface, and Cu
surface. All surfaces were modiﬁed with n-dodecanethiol. Reproduced with permission from Reference (227). American
Chemical Society, Copyright (2008).
Fig. 43. (A) Schematic representation of the amalgamation of Hg with GNRs. (B) TEM images of GNRs in the absence and the
presence of Hg. (I) no Hg, (II) 1.25   10
 5 M, and (III) 1.57   10
 4 Mo fH g
2 . (C) UV-vis absorption shift in the
concentration range between 1.6   10
 11 and 6.3   10
 11 M of Hg(II). Reproduced with permission from Reference (368).
American Chemical Society, Copyright (2006).
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It has been recognized that NIR absorbing films based on
gold can be used as an alternative to reflective coatings
for blocking IR radiation. Nanoparticle-based
approaches are highly efficient and can be economically
viable than other methods. The NIR-IR absorption
exhibited by the certain nanomaterials has been used
for the development of infrared filters. Using a proto-
typical device, it was demonstrated that gold MFs can
absorb a significant amount of heat thereby reducing the
temperature rise in an enclosure exposed to daylight
(169). The heat absorption measurements were done with
a monolayer and a bilayer of MF-coated glass slides
along with a blank glass substrate as the control.
Compared with the blank glass substrate, the MF-coated
glass gave an average temperature inside the cardboard
box that was lower by 28C, whereas the bilayer-coated
substrate showed a reduction of 4.38C. It is also
suggested that the NIR-IR absorbing property of gold
nanotriangle can be used as heat-absorbing optical coat-
ings for windows (164, 169, 187).
6.9 Plasmonic waveguide
Nanomaterials are interesting in photonic device applica-
tions because, through careful fabrication, it is possible to
guide electromagnetic energy with a lateral mode con-
finement below the diffraction limit of light, which is not
possible through conventional waveguides or photonic
crystals. It can be achieved along chains of closely spaced
metal nanoparticles that convert the optical mode into
non-radiating surface plasmons. These arrays can be
prepared through electron beam lithography or self-
assembly techniques. Maier et al. showed experimentally
that through closely spaced silver NRs, electromagnetic
energy can be transported from a localized sub-wave-
length source to a localized detector over distances of
about 0.5 mm (369). The individual rods in the waveguide
structures consist of 90 nm long Ag NRs (30 nm 30 nm
width/thickness) and an interparticle spacing of 50 nm
between adjacent particles. The long axes of the indivi-
dual NRs were oriented perpendicular to the waveguide
chain axis that allows an increased near-field coupling
between the particles. Using the tip of a near-field
scanning optical microscope, the waveguide was excited
by laser light from a dye laser at a wavelength of 570 nm,
corresponding to the single-particle resonance, and using
fluorescent nanospheres (carboxyl-coated polystyrene
nanospheres filled with fluorescent molecules), the energy
transport through the waveguide was probed. The local
excitation subsequently propagates along the nanoparti-
cle structure and excites a fluorescent nanosphere placed
on top of a waveguide at a distance from the excitation
source. Energy transport through the waveguide results in
dye emission from the fluorescent particle that proves the
energy transfer. Energy attenuation lengths of several
hundred nanometers propose the use of these plasmon
waveguides as functional end-structures in integrated
optical devices (370).
6.10 Biosensor
The SPRexhibited by anisotropic nanomaterials provides
great opportunity to monitor the changes of the local
environment and it can be used for sensing (371). Due to
the high-value shape factor (surface curvature), GNRs
are highly suited for plasmon sensing. Yu and Irudayaraj
(372) have demonstrated a multi-plex biosensor assay
using gold nanorods to different targets. Human, rabbit,
and mouse IgG were conjugated to gold nanorods of
different aspect ratios via a 11-mercaptoundecanoic acids
linker, and the binding events of these probes to their
respective complements (anti-IgGs) were monitored by
the shifts in the SPR wavelength of the nanorods. They
could also detect the multi-plex surface markers of breast
cancer cells by using the antibody-conjugated gold
nanorod molecular probes (373). Huang et al. recently
reported a molecularly mediated assembling strategy to
fabricate a layered superstructure of gold nano-octahedra
(374). They used this assembled structure as the host
matrix for a glucose sensor. Single-layered Au nano-
octahedra/GOx (glucose oxidase) system and spherical
particles/GOx system were compared to check the
performance of the sensor. Au nano-octahedra system
exhibited a greater voltammetric response compared to
the spherical particle system under the same conditions
showing the dependence of the sensor activity on the
shape of the Au particles used. Au nano-octahedra-based
glucose biosensor showed a high level of sensitivity in the
range of 0.349 mAm M
 1. The system gave a fast
response (within several seconds) and a wide response
range (from 0.125 to 12 mM) also (374).
6.11 Photovoltaic device
Nanocrystals of inorganic semiconductors such as CdSe
also act as good electron acceptors from conjugated
polymers; however, the efficiency of photovoltaic devices
made with spherical nanocrystals is limited by the
problem of electron extraction through the nanocrystal
network 5, 6. The use of nanorods instead of spherical
nanocrystals has been shown to give significantly higher
efficiencies because of the smaller number of interparticle
hops necessary for electrons to leave the device 7, 8. Wei
et al. fabricated an array of TiO2 NR assemblies on a flat
TiO2 surface via a low temperature sol-gel reaction in a
reverse micelle system (375). Conjugated with a semi-
conducting polymer, these arrays were used for construct-
ing photovoltaic devices. They found that these TiO2 NR
assemblies can function as an efficient exciton collector in
polymer photovoltaic devices. This resulted in improved
power conversion efficiency (PCE) with a relatively high
fill factor. Since these structures are projected from the
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electron transport making them ideal for photovoltaic
applications. For a simulated solar light irradiation of 100
mW/cm
2, a short circuit current density (Isc) of 0.33 mA/
cm
2, an open circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.87 V, and a fill
factor (FF) of 0.49 were seen, resulting in a PCE of 0.14%
for the device with flat TiO2 alone. But for the device
containing the nanoassembled structure, an increased
performance was obtained. A PCE up to 0.39% and Isc
of 0.95 mA/cm
2, Voc of 0.88 V, and FF of 0.47 was also
obtained. External quantum efficiency (EQE) plots
showed that EQE is maximum under 510 nm radiation
and under a monochromatic light of 510 nm wavelength
(0.2 mW/cm
2), the FF for the device reached as high as
0.64. Such a high FF of the device with the TiO2
nanostructures was explained as due to the effective
electron transport within the TiO2 NRs, because of their
single crystalline nature and good connection with the
flat TiO2 layer (375).
Ju et al. through a low temperature strategy inserted
oriented ZnO nanopillars into organic photovoltaic
devices based on a blend of poly(3-hexylthiophene) and
fullerene (376). The dependence of ZnO morphology on
the photovoltaic performance on was also studied. The
stability of the device was also studied. The photovoltaic
performance of devices with a ZnO layer was enhanced
compared to that without a ZnO layer. The perfor-
mance improved further when an oriented ZnO porous
nanopillar structure was used. This photovoltaic cell
demonstrated a high efficiency, a monochromatic EQE
of over 50% at the peak wavelength, an Isc of 5.79 mA
cm
 2, a Voc of 0.43 V, an FF of 49%, and a PCE of
1.22% under an illumination intensity of 100 mW/cm
2.
They found that the oriented ZnO nanopillar array plays
an important role in collecting photogenerated electrons
and acts as a conducting path to the electrode (376).
7. Summary and future outlook
This review summarizes recent progress in the area of
anisotropic nanomaterials. We have presented an over-
view of various chemical methods to synthesize aniso-
tropic nanomaterials, various methods to assemble them
to create structures, and indicated their important
properties. Although a variety of materials are known,
only a few of them have been explored for interesting
properties. Tuning of the morphologies of nanomaterials
by various synthetic approaches has been explored. We
have also pointed out certain aspects on the growth
mechanism of anisotropic nanomaterials. Giving consid-
eration to the large implications of assembled nanos-
tructures, assemblies of diverse anisotropic nanomaterials
of various metals have been reviewed in detail. Descrip-
tion of various forces inducing the formation of as-
sembled anisotropic superstructures is presented. Even
though various factors responsible for the growth of
nanoparticles are known, an exact growth mechanism for
their evolution is lacking in the literature. Anisotropic
nanomaterials provide an interesting system for the study
of growth mechanism of materials in the nanoregime and
will also be useful for the investigation of the funda-
mental size- and shape-dependent properties of matter. In
order to get an exact mechanism of nanoparticle growth,
it is important to monitor various aspects such as
different stages of nanoparticle growth, formation of
fluctuating nuclei, defect formation in seeds, diffusion
and deposition of metal ions onto the seed surfaces,
surface interface interactions of specific species in the
medium, and so on. More precise kinetic theory is yet to
develop, which can predict not only the evolution of a
single nanoparticle, but also provide an insight into the
influence of various parameters on the anisotropic
growth of nanoparticles under a range of conditions.
This will indeed give new insight into the possibility of
making anisotropic nanoparticles of various possible
elements in the periodic table. Properties of these
materials are studied only to a limited extent. Although
there are many promising avenues in terms of their
medical and materials science applications, more work
is needed to bring these into reality. In parallel, the study
of cytotoxicity of nanoparticles as a function of its size,
shape, and surface coating may find much attention in
future.
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1D One-dimensional
2D Two-dimensional
3D Three-dimensional
APTES Aminopropyltriethoxysilane
AuNF Gold nanoflower
bcc Body centered cubic
BSA Bovine serum albumin
BSPP Bis(p-sulfonatophenyl) phenylphosphine dihy-
drate dipotassium
BT Benzenethiol
ccp Cubic close packing
CNT Carbon nanotube
CTAB Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
DDA Discrete dipole approximation
DDAB Didodecyldimethylammonium bromide
DMF N,N-dimethylformamide
DMSA Dimercaptosuccinic acid
DPPTE 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3- phosphothioetha-
nol
EB Trans-2,2?-ethylene 4, 4?-bipyridyl
EDAX Energy dispersive analysis of X-rays
EGFR Epidermal growth factor receptor
EQEs External quantum efficiency
fcc Face-centered cubic
FESEM Field-emission scanning electron microscopy
FF Fill factor
GISAX Grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering
GNR Gold nanorod
GOx Glucose oxidase
hcp Hexagonal close packing
HDT Hexadecanethiol
HEPES 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic
acid
HF Hydrofluoric acid
HPA Hexylphosphonic acid
HRTEM High-resolution transmission electron micro-
scopy
HOPG Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
Ig Immunoglobulin
ITO Indium tin oxide
LB Langmuir-Blodgett
LSP Longitudinal surface plasmon
LSPR Localized surface plasmon resonance
MCC Monolayer colloidal crystals
MDA Mercaptodecanoic acid
MF Mesoflower
MHA Mercaptohexadecanoic acid
MPS Mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane
MPTMS Mercaptopropyltri-methoxysilane
MUA 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid
MWNT Multi-walled carbon nanotube
ND Nanodot
NDBs Nanodumbbells
NIR Near-infrared
NLO Non-linear optical
ncp Non-close-packed
NW Nanowire
ODPA Octadecylphosphonic acid
OCT Optical coherence tomography
ODS Octadecyltrimethoxysilane
ODT Octadecanethiol
PAM Polyacrylamide
PAMAM Polyamidoamine
PCE Power conversion efficiency
PDDA Poly-(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride
PEG Poly(ethylene glycol)
PNIPAm Poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide)
ppt Parts-per-trillion
PS Polystyrene
PSS Polystyrene sulfonate
PVP Poly(vinylpyrrolidone)
SAED Selected area electron diffraction
SAM Self-assembled monolayer
SAXS Small angle X-ray scattering
SCs Supercrystals
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
SERS Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
SLs Side ligands
SPR Surface plasmon resonance
STEM Scanning transmission electron
TA Thioctic acid
TAA Thioacetamide
TDPA Tetradecylphosphonic acid
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
TLs Tip ligands
TOP Tri-n-octylphosphine
TPL Two-photon luminescence
TSP Transverse surface plasmon
WHO World health organization
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